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Abstract
Stand-replacing disturbances, such as harvesting, have a major impact on the exchanges
of carbon (C) and energy between forested land and the atmosphere. The former forest CO2 sinks
become net CO2 sources due to the continued respiratory losses and to the significantly reduced
photosynthetic uptake. Chronosequence studies, where current different-aged stands are used to
reconstruct the development of an older stand, have been widely used to quantify the influence of
harvesting on C and energy exchanges of forested stands. Almost no replicated measurements
have been made within the Fluxnet community for same-age stands within an ecozone.
Chronosequence studies assume that all sites differ only in age, and have had the same history in
their abiotic and biotic components; this main assumption has been shown to be invalid in
several ecological studies using chronosequences and replications are needed to explain these
differences.
This study used data from the well-studied Fluxnet-Canada Douglas-fir chronosequence
on Vancouver Island, where the most mature site recently reached harvesting age and was
commercially harvested. C and energy balances were measured using the eddy-covariance
technique and other micrometeorological instruments at the recently harvested site (HDF11) for
two years following the harvest. These measurements were then compared to pre-harvest
measurements at the same site (DF49) and to post-harvest measurements from another
previously harvested stand (HDF00) 3 km away in the chronosequence.
The results from this study showed that the net radiation decreased from pre- to postharvest due to the increase in albedo and surface temperature. The average annual Bowen ratio
increased slightly due to the reduction in evapotranspiration following the harvest. From pre- to
post-harvest, the site transitioned from being a moderate sink to being a strong source of CO2. In
ii

comparison, the previously harvested stand (HDF00) was a weaker source of CO2 due to lower
respiratory rates and faster vegetation recovery. The results show the importance of replicated
measurements to characterize the C and energy exchanges for an ecosystem-specific stand age
following a stand-replacing disturbance.
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Introduction
Disturbance and succession in terrestrial ecosystems have been of interest to ecologists

for more than a century (Clements, 1916). After a disturbance, the functional characteristics of
ecosystems including the carbon (C) and energy exchanges vary with the structural
characteristics (Odum, 1969; Sprugel, 1985). The net carbon dioxide (CO2) exchange of an
ecosystem depends on the balance between the amount fixed by photosynthesis and the amount
released through respiration. A stand-replacing disturbance, such as harvesting, results in the
forest stand becoming a net source of CO2 due to the continued respiratory loss of CO2 and to the
significant reduction of photosynthetic uptake of CO2. On a global scale, deforestation is
responsible for approximately 20% of the rise in atmospheric CO2 (Denman et al., 2007; Schimel
et al., 2001).
An accurate quantification of C fluxes following disturbance is therefore important in
order to model regional C budgets and improve management strategies toward greater C
sequestration. Chronosequence studies, where current different-aged stands are used to
reconstruct the development of an older stand, have been used to characterize the C and energy
exchanges at different stand ages following disturbances. However, the issues with the main
chronosequence assumption and the lack of replication make the use of these numbers uncertain
in regional C models and in management strategies.
One of these chronosequence studies is located on Vancouver Island, BC, Canada. The
mature site of this chronosequence recently reached harvesting age and was commercially
logged, thereby providing a unique and unprecedented opportunity to study the influence of a
disturbance at a specific site. This study tested the main assumption of the Vancouver Island
chronosequence by quantifying the effect of harvesting on the C and energy balances at a
1

specific site and determining whether the results are consistent with those of the chronosequence
study.

1.1
1.1.1

Previous studies on carbon and energy exchanges following harvesting
Carbon exchange
Net CO2 exchange between terrestrial ecosystems and the atmosphere is measured using

the eddy-covariance (EC) technique (Baldocchi, 2003) at more than 500 sites worldwide through
the FLUXNET project, which started in 1998 (Baldocchi et al., 2001; Baldocchi et al., 1996).
This global network of long-term tower sites has allowed for an improved understanding of C
fluxes in different biomes and climates (e.g., Baldocchi, 2008; Law et al., 2002). At first, most
multi-year studies focused on the influence of climate variables on the net CO2 exchange of
mature forest ecosystems (e.g., Barford et al., 2001; Carrara et al., 2003; Morgenstern et al.,
2004; Pilegaard et al., 2001). Efforts were then made to quantify C dynamics at different stages
of succession using chronosequence studies (Amiro, 2001; Anthoni et al., 2002; Chen et al.,
2002; Clark et al., 2004; Goulden et al., 2011; Goulden et al., 2006; Humphreys et al., 2006;
Kolari et al., 2004; Law et al., 2001; Litvak et al., 2003; Mkhabela et al., 2009; Rannik et al.,
2002; Schulze et al., 1999), where current different-aged stands are used to reconstruct the
development of an older stand, thereby bringing considerable information on net CO2 exchange
trajectories following disturbances.
The magnitude and direction of the net CO2 exchange of an ecosystem is highly
influenced by the time since the last disturbance (Sprugel, 1985). Figure 1 illustrates C exchange
trajectories following a stand-replacing disturbance, as hypothesized by Humphreys (2004) for
the growth of a Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii var. menziesii (Mirbel) Franco) stand. Gross
2

ecosystem photosynthesis (GEP), also known as gross primary productivity (GPP), represents
the uptake of CO2 through photosynthesis. Stand-replacing disturbances such as harvesting result
in the removal of the photosynthesizing vegetation; the low leaf area index (LAI) following a
disturbance limits C sequestration (Humphreys et al., 2005), resulting in a significant reduction
in CO2 being fixed by the stand. As the vegetation recovers, so does GEP. Ecosystem respiration
(Re) includes the respiration from the living biomass (autotrophic) and from the decomposition of
dead organic matter by microbes (heterotrophic). Autotrophic respiration (Ra) often decreases
with the loss of the canopy due to the loss of respiring roots, shoots, boles and leaves. However,
an exception has been found in trembling aspen (Populus tremuloides) stands that reproduce
from basal shoots, and thus the roots keep living and metabolising after harvest (Amiro, 2001).
Heterotrophic respiration (Rh) has usually been found to be invariant with stand age (Amiro et
al., 2010; Law et al., 2003; Luyssaert et al., 2008) or greater in younger stands due in part to their
warmer soil temperatures (Noormets et al., 2008), to the increased root decay, and to the
decomposition of the large detrital mass after a disturbance (Harmon et al., 1990). Reduced
decomposition rates due to drier surface conditions following harvesting have also been found in
a Douglas-fir chronosequence (Addison et al., 2003; Trofymow, 1998).
Net ecosystem productivity (NEP) represents the balance between GEP and Re, i.e.
NEP = GEP - Re. After a disturbance, NEP is usually negative, meaning that the stand is a C
source due to the heterotrophic respiration and lack of photosynthesis. Stand-replacing
disturbances therefore have a major impact on net CO2 exchange, changing CO2 sinks into large
sources. Many studies have now quantified C loss from a stand after a disturbance; the
magnitude of this source varies based on the biome and climate (Table 1).

3

Figure 1: GEP, Re and NEP exchanges as a function of stand age. Source: Humphreys (2004)

4

Table 1: CO2 flux results for chronosequences in the first 10 years following harvesting
Authors and
year
Amiro, 2001
Rannik et al.,
2002

Forest types

Type of study

Canadian boreal forest: jack pine forest in the
Northwest territories, aspen forest in Alberta,
and mixed forest in Saskatchewan
Scots pine forest in southern Finland

-EC with paired towers for the
different forest types
-No stand age replication
-EC at a 5yr-old site compared
to a 38yr-old
-No stand age replication
-EC measurement at a harvest
site compared to a mature site
-No stand age replication
-EC and chambers along a
chronosequence of 3 sites
-No stand age replication
-EC along a chronosequence of
4 sites
-No stand age replication
-EC and chambers along a
chronosequence of 3 sites
-No stand age replication

Kowalski et
al., 2003

Maritime pine stands in Les Landes,
Southwestern France

Clark et al.,
2004

Slash pine plantations in North Florida

Kolari et al.,
2004

Scots pine forest in southern Finland

Humphreys et
al., 2005
Humphreys et
al., 2006
Krishnan et
al., 2009
Mkhabela et
al., 2009

Douglas-fir stands on Vancouver Island

Zha et al.,
2009

Boreal jack pine forest in Saskatchewan

Goulden et al.,
2011

Canadian boreal forest at various stages of
succession: Jack pine forest and black spruce
forest.

Canadian boreal forest: jack pine forest

-EC along a chronosequence of
3 sites
-No stand age replication
-EC along a chronosequence of
4 sites
-No stand age replication
-EC with biometry and biomass
harvests along a
chronosequence of 7 sites
-No stand age replication

Harvest site
results
Source of 1.6 g
C m-2 day-1
Source of 2.5
to 4.0 g C m-2
day-1
Source of 200
to 340 g C m-2
yr-1
Source of 889
to 1269 g C m-2
yr-1
Source of 386
g C m-2 yr-1
Source of 564
to 623 g C m-2
yr-1

Source of 139
g C m-2 yr-1
Source of 126
to 148 g C m-2
yr-1
Source of 50 to
150 g C m-2
yr-1

The stand remains a CO2 source for several years after harvest, and the source strength
usually attenuates over time as plants and seedlings grow and photosynthesize. Many studies
have quantified that the stand is a source for 10 to 20 years after a stand-replacing disturbance,
depending on the biome and climate (Amiro et al., 2010). The stand shifts from being a source of
C to a sink when GEP starts to exceed respiration (Rannik et al., 2002).
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1.1.2

Energy exchange
Studies have found a 10 to 22% reduction in daily net radiation at harvested sites when

compared to mature sites (Amiro, 2001; Brown, 1972; Chen et al., 2004; McCaughey, 1981;
McCaughey, 1985). The higher net radiation of mature coniferous stands is usually explained by
their lower albedo (Baldocchi et al., 2000; Brown, 1972; Clark et al., 2004; Gholz and Clark,
2002; Hornbeck, 1970; McCaughey, 1981; McCaughey, 1985) in part due to the effect of
multiple reflections and radiation trapping within the 3-dimensional forest canopy compared to a
flat harvested surface. Coniferous forests are also optically darker (Betts and Ball, 1997; Jarvis et
al., 1976; Sellers et al., 1995) and the conical structure of conifer trees allows them to shed snow
and intercept shortwave radiation efficiently (Stenberg et al., 1995).These attributes allow them
to absorb more solar radiation and gives them a greater potential to evaporate water and heat the
air and soil.
When surface temperature and vapour pressure do not limit the fluxes, mature coniferous
forests have a greater ability to transfer latent and sensible heat to the atmosphere due to their
greater aerodynamic roughness, resulting in greater turbulence and consequently low
aerodynamic resistance (Baldocchi et al., 2000; Jarvis et al., 1976; Jarvis and Stewart, 1979;
Jarvis and McNaughton, 1986; Lee et al., 2011; McCaughey, 1981). In contrast, harvested areas
have an aerodynamic resistance about an order of magnitude larger (Jarvis and Stewart, 1979;
Oke, 1987). The differences in aerodynamic resistances of mature forests and harvested areas
result in warmer daytime surface temperatures in harvested areas, and consequently, in greater
emitted longwave radiation (Lee et al., 2011; McCaughey, 1981; McCaughey, 1985). The
situation is opposite at night, with cooler surface temperatures in harvested areas than in forested
areas. Lee et al. (2011) observed that harvesting resulted in a local cooling effect due to the
6

higher surface albedo during daytime and cooler surface air temperatures at night. They
hypothesized that surface air temperatures in forests are warmer at night under stable and
stratified conditions due to the presence of trees causing turbulent mixing, thus bringing heat
from aloft to the surface. During daytime, the smaller surface roughness in harvested areas
causes air temperatures to rise faster than in forests. However, they observed that this roughness
effect for harvested areas north of the 45º N was offset by cooling associated with albedo and
Bowen ratio changes, resulting in almost identical daily maximum temperatures for forests and
harvested areas.
As a result of the lower daily net radiation in harvested areas, the sensible heat flux is
often reduced (Amiro, 2001; Gholz and Clark, 2002). The latent heat flux in harvested areas has
also been found to be lower due to the reduced leaf area resulting in decreased
evapotranspiration (Amiro, 2001; Gholz and Clark, 2002). However, the effect of harvesting on
the latent heat flux has been found to be lower than expected in a slash pine (Pinus elliottii)
chronosequence study due to greater evaporation from the soil (Gholz and Clark, 2002). Jassal et
al. (2009) reported that after clearcut harvesting of Douglas-fir on Vancouver Island,
evapotranspiration dropped to about 70% of that of a 60-year-old stand while ecosystem
evapotranspiration was fully recovered when stand age was 12 years.
Soil heat fluxes have been found to be greater in harvested stands due to the lack of
canopy and consequent warmer soil surface temperatures (Amiro, 2001; Kowalski et al., 2003).
In general, the soil heat flux is the smallest of the energy flux terms, but it becomes important
where the leaf area index has been significantly reduced such as after harvesting (Gholz and
Clark, 2002). The greater soil heat flux following stand-replacing disturbances often affects the
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C budgets, as below-surface soil temperatures influence the rate of soil respiration (Gholz and
Clark, 2002).

1.2
1.2.1

Issues with current studies
Main chronosequence assumption
To date, all studies investigating the influence of a stand-replacing disturbance on the C

and energy exchanges of a stand have used chronosequences (Amiro, 2001; Anthoni et al., 2002;
Chen et al., 2002; Clark et al., 2004; Goulden et al., 2011; Goulden et al., 2006; Humphreys et
al., 2006; Kolari et al., 2004; Law et al., 2001; Litvak et al., 2003; Mkhabela et al., 2009; Rannik
et al., 2002; Schulze et al., 1999). Chronosequence studies are a useful tool to obtain long-term
age-related data in a short period of time. The option of quantifying the effect of a standreplacing disturbance for a specific stand is often unavailable and would require a much longer
period to study ecosystem development, which is often not available with recent EC
measurements (Amiro, 2001). However, at some locations, EC measurements have now been
made for more than a decade (Barr et al., 2007; Dunn et al., 2007; Krishnan et al., 2009;
Urbanski et al., 2007) .
The issue with chronosequence studies is that they rely on the assumption that differences
in C fluxes measured at sites with similar characteristics can be linked to age or disturbances,
despite other differences including site location, soil texture, soil moisture dynamics and
management history. It assumes that all sites differ only in stand age, and have had the same
history in their abiotic and biotic components; this main assumption has been shown to be
invalid for many chronosequence studies (Johnson and Miyanishi, 2008). A study by Goulden et
al. (2011) underlined the large source of uncertainty in chronosequence studies due to landscape
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heterogeneity. The study was based on a fire chronosequence, and one of the stands showed
anomalously low productivity. Later remote sensing analyses showed lower enhanced vegetation
indices for this stand when compared to other similarly aged stands (Goulden et al., 2006).
Although in this case it was apparent that one of the sites in the sequence was different in more
than just age, this type of uncertainty is present in most chronosequence studies.
However, the full dismissal of chronosequence studies would impede the improvement in
our understanding of ecological processes occurring over the long term (Walker et al., 2010).
Inferences from chronosequences must therefore be validated using a different method of study;
unfortunately, this is rarely done and chronosequences are assumed to hold true without any
validation (Johnson and Miyanishi, 2008). Many studies simply justify the use of a
chronosequence based on the justification of a similar soil, topography or climate (e.g.,
Humphreys et al., 2006; Zha et al., 2009) and, although these conditions are necessary, they may
not be sufficient (Johnson and Miyanishi, 2008).

1.2.2

Lack of replication
In addition, due to monetary and technical limitations, current studies have usually used

only one site to characterise a species-specific stand age after a certain disturbance, without any
replication (Amiro, 2001; Anthoni et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2002; Clark et al., 2004; Goulden et
al., 2011; Goulden et al., 2006; Humphreys et al., 2006; Kolari et al., 2004; Law et al., 2001;
Litvak et al., 2003; Mkhabela et al., 2009; Rannik et al., 2002; Schulze et al., 1999). A particular
site might differ from other same age stands within a certain forest type and replications are
needed to account for that. Site-to-site variations can be expected due to the influence and
interaction of many factors including climate and site microclimate; soil carbon, nutrients and
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water dynamics; historical and current management practices; belowground and aboveground
respiration processes; and type and rate of the re-colonizing vegetation (Amiro et al., 2006;
Humphreys et al., 2005).
Multiple trajectories are therefore possible following stand-replacing disturbances, and
the addition of same age sites within a certain forest type would help account for the possible
spatial and temporal variations (Amiro et al., 2010). Significant spatial variability in ecosystem C
fluxes has been found for sites of less than 20 years of age in the same geographical area in
Wisconsin (Amiro et al., 2010), where intersite variability has been found to be of the same
magnitude as interannual variability (Noormets et al., 2009). For stands with rapid recovery,
interannual and spatial variability between similar sites has been found to be lower in the early
than in the later years after a disturbance, but this depends on the length of the disturbance
recovery (Amiro et al., 2010). At sites where disturbance recovery is slower, such as the
Vancouver Island harvest sites (Humphreys et al., 2006), the first 20 years are important and
need to be accurately accounted for to get the net rotational C exchange (Amiro et al., 2010).
Krishnan et al. (2009) also found that intersite variability for the Vancouver Island harvest sites
was greater than the interannual variability, thus showing the importance of stand age in
determining the C exchange.
Evaluating variations in C and energy exchanges over the landscape is therefore difficult
and many processes, such as heterotrophic respiration, are likely to differ among the sites
because of the different variables influencing those processes (Amiro et al., 2006). Heterotrophic
respiration is the main component of the C balance after a stand-replacing disturbance and its
response to climate variations has been found to be greater in the first 20 years following a
disturbance (Noormets et al., 2007; Noormets et al., 2009). Heterotrophic respiration is highly
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influenced by the nature of the site and disturbance, and thus replicated post-disturbance
chronosequences are required to accurately quantify the pattern of heterotrophic respiration and
the associated NEP over time (Harmon et al., 2011).

1.3

Vancouver Island harvest chronosequence
Canada’s Pacific coastal temperate rainforest is a very productive ecosystem, holding the

highest amount of biomass per unit area in North America (Turner et al., 1995). Smithwick et al.
(2002) showed that these forests could store more C than they currently do, if management
practices were improved. Continuous measurements of CO2, water vapour and energy exchanges
of this ecosystem have been made for more than a decade through a harvest chronosequence of
three Douglas-fir stands: DF49 planted in 1949, HDF88 planted in 1988, and HDF00 planted in
2000 (Humphreys et al., 2006; Krishnan et al., 2009). Previous studies have found the near-endof-rotation stand, DF49, to be a moderate C sink and the harvested stand, HDF00, to be a large C
source (Figure 2) (Black et al., 2008; Humphreys, 2004; Humphreys et al., 2006; Krishnan et al.,
2009; Morgenstern et al., 2004).
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Figure 2: NEP as a function of the age of stand for the Douglas-fir harvest chronosequence on Vancouver Island.
Source: Black et al. (2008)

The three sites in the chronosequence were located within 50 km of each other to
minimize the confounding effect of weather (Humphreys, 2004). However, other site
characteristics including “elevation, soil nutrients, soil texture and available water content, and
harvesting and management practices varied slightly between stands” (Humphreys, 2004). These
characteristics have been shown to have an important influence on C fluxes following
disturbances (e.g., Thornton et al., 2002). Humphreys (2004) also mentioned that the C fluxes
were measured in unreplicated aged-stands and, consequently, these results were not meant to
definitely state the effects of harvesting on the C dynamics of Douglas-fir stands and should be
used carefully in regional C budgets. She suggested replicated experiments in recently harvested
sites to fully understand the C dynamics (Humphreys, 2004).
In January 2011, DF49 reached harvesting age and a large section (77 ha) of it was
commercially clearcut harvested. The clearcut was replanted in April 2011 and the site was
renamed from DF49 to HDF11. The harvesting of this well-studied stand provides a unique and
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unprecedented opportunity to quantify the effect of harvesting at a specific site, and determine
whether the results are consistent with those of the chronosequence study.

1.4

Research objectives
The overarching goal of this thesis is to test the underlying assumption of the Vancouver

Island chronosequence study and evaluate its validity when studying C and energy exchanges
following harvesting. In order to fulfill this goal, this thesis has three specific objectives:
1) To quantify the C and energy balances for two years following harvesting at a recently
harvested site.
2) To compare the C and energy balances from pre- to post-harvest at a specific site.
3) To compare the C and energy balances in two clearcut harvested stands 3 km apart, and
assess whether they are similar.
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2
2.1

Methods
Site descriptions
The Douglas-fir harvest chronosequence is located near Campbell River on the east coast

of Vancouver Island, BC, Canada (Figure 3). This chronosequence is located in the dry maritime
Coastal Western Hemlock biogeoclimatic subzone, with an average annual precipitation of 1,500
mm and mean annual temperature of 9.1°C (Pojar et al., 1991). This subzone experiences a
maritime climate with generally cool summers and warm winters (Pojar et al., 1991).
Prior to harvesting in 2011, DF49 (49º52’N, 125º20’W, 300 m.a.s.l.; Table 2) was a
dense (1100 stems ha-1) coniferous stand of 62 years-of-age with tree heights varying between 30
and 35 m (Hilker et al., 2010). The leaf area index was 7.3 m2 m-2 (Chen et al., 2006), and the
mean tree diameter at breast height was 29 cm (Morgenstern et al., 2004). This 130-ha area was
planted in 1949 after the eastern half of the original old-growth stand was logged and slashedburned in 1937, and the remainder logged and slashed-burned in 1943 (Humphreys et al., 2006).
DF49 comprised 80% Douglas-fir, 17% western redcedar (Thuja plicata Donn), and 3% western
hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla (Raf.) Sarg.) with only a sparse understory (Humphreys et al.,
2006; Morgenstern et al., 2004). Continuous measurements of CO2, water vapour and energy
exchanges at this site started in 1998, as part of a project funded by the federal-provincial Forest
Renewal and Development Agreement. It became part of the Fluxnet-Canada Research Network
in 2002. Detailed descriptions of EC and climate measurements at DF49 can be found in
Humphreys et al. (2003) and Morgenstern et al. (2004). DF49 was fertilized with 200 kg N
(urea) ha-1 in January 2007. A large section (77 ha) of DF49 was harvested from January to
March 2011, and replanted with 1-year-old seedlings in April 2011 with 97% Douglas-fir and
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3% Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis). Continuous measurements at HDF11 started in April 2011 as
part of this thesis.
This thesis also makes use of previous measurements made at HDF00 (49º52’N,
125º17’W, 175 m.a.s.l.; Table 2), located 3 km ESE of DF49. HDF00 was clearcut harvested in
the winter of 1999/2000 with roadside debris piles burnt, and replanted in 2000 with 93%
Douglas-fir and 7% western redcedar (Humphreys et al., 2006). Prior to harvesting, this 32 ha
area was a second growth Douglas-fir stand established in 1940 (Humphreys et al., 2006).
Continuous measurements at HDF00 started in September 2000. Detailed descriptions of EC and
climate measurements can be found in Humphreys et al. (2005) and Humphreys et al. (2006).

Table 2: Site characteristics for DF49/HDF11 and HDF00 (Humphreys et al., 2006; Krishnan et al., 2009).

Location

DF49/HDF11
49º52’N, 125º20’W

HDF00
49º52’N, 125º17’W

Elevation (m.a.s.l.)

300

175

Slope

5-10º facing ENE

0-2°

Soil type

Humoferric podzol

Humoferric podzol

Soil mineral fraction (0 to 1 m depth)
Texture
Gravelly loamy sand Gravelly loamy sand to sand
FC and WP (m3 m-3)
0.21, 0.06
0.19, 0.05
Available water content (mm)
150
140
Soil mineral fraction (0 to 15 cm)
C (mg g-1 dry soil)
N (mg g-1 dry soil)

18-74
0.4-4.4

32-105
1.0-5.1

Surface organic horizons
C (mg g-1 dry soil)
N (mg g-1 dry soil)
Average thickness (cm)

244-257
6.8-16.5
0.9-19.3

401-496
4.0-16.3
0.6-17.2
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Figure 3: Location of the three Douglas-fir stands on the east coast of Vancouver Island. Source: Chen et al. (2009)

2.2

EC measurements
Continuous turbulent fluxes of CO2, water vapour and sensible heat were measured using

the EC technique (Baldocchi, 2003) at a height of 4.5 m above the soil surface. The lower height
of the measurements following harvesting was to ensure that the vertical flux from the site was
being measured and that the footprint did not include any substantial part of the forested area
(Rannik et al., 2012). The EC instrumentation consisted of a three-dimensional sonic
anemometer-thermometer (R3, Gill Instruments, Lymington, UK) and a closed-path,
temperature-controlled infrared gas analyzer (IRGA) (model LI-7000, LI-COR Inc., Lincoln,
NE, USA). These two instruments were chosen because they perform better under wet conditions
than the CSAT3 three-dimensional sonic anemometer-thermometer (model CSAT3, Campbell
Scientific Inc. (CSI), Logan, UT, USA) and open-path IRGA (model LI-7500, LI-COR Inc.,
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Lincoln, NE, USA) (Humphreys et al., 2005). The two chosen instruments were also used before
harvesting (Humphreys et al., 2006) and, therefore, allowed for an accurate comparison. The LI7000 was housed within an insulated box and air was sampled through a 3-m long insulated tube
and filter at an unregulated flow of 6-9 L min-1, providing turbulent flow in the tube. The LI7000 was run in absolute mode by flowing scrubbed nitrogen gas through the reference cell at 90
cm3 min-1. The sampling tube inlet for the closed-path IRGA was located 20 cm beneath the
centre of the sonic transducer array in order to minimize sensor separation errors (Kristensen et
al., 1997). The sampling tube and filter were replaced frequently to ensure a fast time response.
An external stainless steel filter was added to the sample tube for one month over the 2011
winter to see if it helped improve energy balance closure; however, the stainless steel filter
increased the response time for H2O fluxes and decreased the IRGA sample-cell pressure, so it
was removed after the one-month period. Delays were calculated from the covariance
maximization at high flux and applied to the vertical velocity time series.
EC measurements were made at a frequency of 20 Hz; using such a high frequency for
measurements was particularly important on a short tower above a clearcut because near the
ground there are more high frequency fluctuations in vertical wind velocity and scalar
concentrations than further away from the ground (Foken et al., 2012). The sonic anemometerthermometer and IRGA were connected to a computer using an RS232 serial connection, and
half-hourly means and covariances were transmitted daily by cell phone to UBC for quality
checks. High-frequency data were retrieved from the site every 3 to 6 weeks. The EC system was
calibrated once a day using nitrogen gas free of CO2 and water vapour, and a span gas with a
known CO2-in-air concentration. Half-hourly fluxes of CO2 (Fc, µmol m-2 s-1) were calculated
from the covariance of the CO2 mole mixing ratio and vertical velocity (Webb et al., 1980) after
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it had undergone a three-axis coordinate rotation (Tanner and Thurtell, 1969); this three-axis
coordinate rotation was particularly important at HDF11 because the site is located on a slight
slope. Similarly, half-hourly fluxes of latent heat and sensible heat were calculated from the
covariance of the vertical velocity with the water vapour mole mixing ratio (Webb et al., 1980)
and with the air temperature derived from the sonic temperature (Kaimal and Finnigan, 1994),
respectively. In addition, a fine-wire (75 m), home-made type E (constantan-chromel)
thermocouple measured temperature within the sonic array at a frequency of 20 Hz to compare
with the sonic temperature. A half-hourly averaging period was chosen because it was long
enough to capture most of the large eddies (i.e., low frequency) involved in turbulent transport
(Finnigan et al., 2003; Kidston et al., 2010), and stationarity was assumed to hold true for this
length of time (Aubinet et al., 2000; Kidston et al., 2010). Linear detrending was not used as it
likely results in some loss of the low frequency contribution to the flux.
Net ecosystem exchange, NEE (µmol m-2 s-1), was calculated as the sum of Fc and the
rate of change of CO2 mixing ratio (storage) in the air column below the height of the eddy-flux
measurements ( zm , m) (Humphreys et al., 2005; Morgenstern et al., 2004),

NEE  Fc  zm a d sc / dt ,

(1)

where sc is the half-hourly average CO2 mole mixing ratio (µmol mol dry air-1) at EC sensor
height, t is the time (s), and  a is the average molar density of dry air (mol dry air m-3). d sc / dt
was calculated for each half-hour using the difference between sc for the following and previous
half-hours. Positive NEE values indicate a release of CO2 to the atmosphere while negative
values indicate CO2 uptake by the ecosystem. Assuming that advection, fluxes of methane and
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other volatile organic compounds, and drainage of dissolved organic and inorganic C are
negligible, NEP (µmol m-2 s-1) is equal to -NEE.

2.3

Energy balance measurements
Energy balance closure (EBC) was used to assess the accuracy of EC measurements.

Based on the first law of thermodynamics, the energy entering the stand volume (ground surface
to canopy top) must equal the energy stored in the volume plus the energy leaving the volume.
Net radiation (Rn) must therefore equal the sum of the sensible heat flux (H), latent heat flux
(E), soil-heat flux (G) and rate of energy storage change in the air column and above-ground
biomass (S), i.e., Rn = H + E + G + S. Sensible and latent heat fluxes were measured using
the EC technique. Net radiation was measured using a non-ventilated CNR 1 four-way net
radiometer (Kipp & Zonen B.V., Delft, The Netherlands), for which the four individual
components had been calibrated against Environment Canada standards. The CNR 1 was at a
height of 10 m above the harvested surface pointing south of the tower.
Soil-heat flux density was measured using eight soil-heat flux plates (four CN3,
Middleton Solar, Victoria, Australia and four waterproofed Peltier coolers HP-127-1.0-1.3-71P,
TE Technology Inc., Traverse City, MI, USA) to account for spatial variability in the soil
following harvesting. The soil-heat flux plates were calibrated in the laboratory following the
procedure outlined in Emmel et al. (2013). Soil-heat flux measurements were made at a depth of
3 cm below the soil surface and corrected for heat storage change above the measurement depth
using soil temperature measurements at the 1.5- cm depth, soil moisture measurements at the 2cm depth, and the volumetric heat capacity of organic matter, minerals and water in the soil
following Blanken et al. (1997). The soil-heat flux plates were in the mineral layer while the
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layer above comprised mainly organic matter. Starting in April 2012, temperatures of logs,
stumps and debris were measured using 30-gauge, home-made insulated type E thermocouples
inserted to various depths through north-south transects (north aspect below the bark, centre,
south aspect below the bark) for one 1943 stump, one 2011 stump, one log and some branch
debris. For each thermocouple a small (3.2-mm) hole was drilled to the required depth and sealed
with silicone caulk after the thermocouple had been inserted. Surface temperatures of the soil,
the 2011 stump and the log were measured using infrared thermometers (IRTS-PC, Apogee
Instruments, Logan, UT, USA). The net radiometer, soil-heat flux plates, thermocouples and
infrared thermometers were all connected to a CR3000; measurements were made every 3 s and
average values output every 30 min. The rate of change of energy stored in debris piles, stumps
and logs was then calculated (in the same way as for air column CO2 storage change) in addition
to the rates of energy storage change in sensible and latent heat in the air column following
Blanken et al. (1997).

2.4

Chamber measurements
Three non-steady-state automated chambers, each covering an area of 0.216 m2, were

used to continuously measure soil CO2 efflux (i.e., soil respiration) and assess its temporal
variation. The automated chambers were fabricated in the laboratory and have been described in
previous studies (Jassal et al., 2005; Jassal et al., 2007; Jassal et al., 2012). Chamber headspace
concentration was measured at 1 s intervals using an IRGA (LI-840, LI-COR Inc.) for a minute
and a half after lid closure once every half hour. CO2 fluxes were calculated using the average
rate of change over 60 s (Jassal et al., 2012). Any photosynthesizing vegetation was physically
removed from the chambers to ensure that only soil respiration was measured. The chambers
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were located within the tower flux footprint (source area) so that the soil CO2 effluxes could be
compared with the CO2 fluxes measured using the EC system. Soil respiration measurements
from 30 soil collars distributed systematically over the source area footprint were also made
periodically with a portable chamber system, each chamber covering 0.0079 m2 (see Jassal et al.,
2005; Jassal et al., 2007), to quantify the spatial variability in soil respiration and scale the
measurements from the automated chambers accordingly (Irvine et al., 2008; Vickers et al.,
2012). The sampling design extended 70 m upslope and 40 m downslope from the tower with
transects at every 20-m increment from the tower. In addition, respiration from 10 logs and
stumps was periodically measured and the fluxes weighted by the fractional area covered by logs
and stumps at the site, i.e. 0.20 m2 m-2.

2.5

Weather measurements
Air temperature and relative humidity were measured at a height of 5 m using a platinum

resistance temperature detector and a Vaisala HUMICAP capacitive polymer chip (HMP45C,
CSI). Rainfall was measured using two tipping-bucket rain gauges (TR525M, Texas Electronics
Inc., Dallas, Texas, USA); one of the rain gauges had a snow adaptor (CS705, CSI) for snowfall
measurements enabling it to measure precipitation year round and a sonic ranging sensor
(SR50A, CSI) measured the depth of the snow. The incoming and outgoing photosynthetically
active radiation (PAR) were measured using upward- and downward-facing quantum sensors
(LI-190, LI-COR Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA), respectively. The PAR sensors were mounted 10 m
above the harvested surface on a boom pointing south of the tower. Soil temperature and
volumetric water content were measured at depths of 5, 10, 20, 50 and 80 cm at two locations
(about 15 m apart) using home-made type T (copper-constantan) thermocouples and water
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content reflectometers (CS616, CSI). All weather sensors were connected to a data logger
(CR3000, CSI); measurements were made every 3 s and output every 30 min. For an accurate
comparison of the climate during the different site years, data from the nearby Campbell River
airport weather station (station ID 1021261; 49º 57’N, 125º16’W, 109 m.a.s.l.) was used to
compare between the different site-years used in this thesis, as the forested and harvested land
covers can influence the measured weather variables.

2.6

Flux analysis and gap filling
Quality control procedures were applied to the data through a series of stages. Data

quality checks were performed daily to ensure that any malfunctioning instruments were repaired
or replaced quickly, thereby ensuring almost continuous data records (largest gap in EC data
over the two years was 4 days). In the first stage, EC measurements went through a quality
control procedure that involved despiking and removing portions of the high frequency time
series associated with calibrations before computing EC statistics (Aubinet et al., 2000;
Humphreys et al., 2005). Fluxes with statistics that did not fall within reasonable limits and/or
occurred during instrument malfunctions were removed.
In the second stage, the best traces were selected when there were multiple instruments
measuring the same variable, and derived variables such as energy storage in soil, biomass and
air were calculated. Nighttime measurements made under calm conditions were removed from
all CO2 analyses (Baldocchi, 2003; Falge et al., 2001). These periods were selected based on the
half-hours when the measured friction velocity ( ) was less than a threshold value (
0.15 m s-1. After sorting nighttime NEE by
minimum

,

) of

, this threshold value was determined as the

above which NEE was no longer correlated with

(Barr et al., 2006; Goulden et
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al., 1997; Morgenstern et al., 2004). The relationship between

and NEE was tested for

different months and seasons, and was found to be consistent over the two years.
In the third stage, gap filling was performed for any gaps in the measurement time series
based on the standard procedures for the Fluxnet-Canada Research Network (Barr et al., 2004),
as continuous traces over the entire year were required to output annual NEP. The gap-filling
procedure made use of two simple annual empirical relationships determined from measured
data. One was between Re and soil temperature at 2-cm depth and the other was between GEP
and downwelling PAR. NEP was assumed to equal GEP – Re. Measured Re was estimated as –
NEP when GEP was known to be zero; that is, at night and during the cold season (periods when
both air temperature and soil temperature at the 2-cm depth were below 0°C). Measured Re was
then filled based on the annual logistic relationship between Re and soil temperature using the
following equation,

Re 

r1
,
1  exp  r2  r3  Ts  

(2)

where Ts is the soil temperature at the 2-cm depth and r1 , r2 and r3 are model fitted empirical
constants. GEP was estimated as NEP + Re during daytime or zero during nighttime and periods
when both the air and soil temperatures at the 2-cm depth were below 0°C. A rectangular
hyperbolic relationship between GEP and downwelling PAR was then fitted to the non-zero GEP
data using the equation

GEP 

Q Px
,
Q  Px

(3)

where  is the quantum yield, Q  is the downwelling PAR and Px is the photosynthetic
capacity. For each relationship, parameters were first obtained for the annual relationships using
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Equations (2) or (3). One additional parameter per relationship was then allowed to vary over
time in order to account for changes in other environmental variables or phenological stage over
a short period of time. The time-varying parameters were determined using a moving window of
100 consecutive half-hour measurements moving through the year in increments of 20 half hours
(for more details on this procedure see Barr et al. (2004)). Finally, gaps in NEP were modeled
using the difference between the modeled GEP and Re.
The uncertainty associated with annual estimates of NEP was estimated as follows. An
annual error estimate associated with a 20% random error on each half-hour value of NEP was
computed using a propagation of errors procedure following Morgenstern et al. (2004). The halfhourly fluxes within the ± 20% variation were re-sampled using a bootstrap Monte Carlo method
and annual sums were calculated; this procedure was repeated 500 times and the 95% confidence
intervals were calculated. The uncertainty associated with the derivation of the empirical
relationships used for gap-filling was assessed using a resampling technique with replacement
described by Humphreys et al. (2005).
In addition to estimating Re from the relationship between nighttime measurements and
soil temperature at 2-cm depth, Re was estimated following two other independent methods.
Previous studies have found that daytime leaf respiration is reduced compared to nighttime
values (Brooks and Farquhar, 1985; Jassal et al., 2011; Villar et al., 1995) and consequently,
when using nighttime estimates, daytime Re can be overestimated (Griffis et al., 2003; Janssens
et al., 2001; Reichstein et al., 2005; Suyker and Verma, 2001; Wohlfahrt et al., 2005). Janssens
et al. (2001) suggested that respiration during daytime can be overestimated by as much as 15%
if photoinhibition is neglected. Stoy et al. (2006) found that using methods with daytime EC data
gave more accurate gap-filled Re. Lee et al. (1999) found that using daytime Re rather than
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nighttime Re refined their correlation, as daytime measurements were less prone to measurements
issues which occurred at night under stable conditions. For this reason, the intercept of the
monthly light response curves between daytime NEP and PAR was used to estimate daytime
respiration (Rd) i.e.,

NEP 

Q Px
 Rd .
Q  Px

(4)

Soil respiration (Rs) measured with the automated chambers was also compared to Re obtained
from the EC measurements.
LAI was measured at the site in August 2013. Eight quadrats of 0.5 m2 were destructively
sampled and the leaf area in each quadrat was then measured using an LAI-3100C Area Meter
(LI-COR Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA). LAI was calculated as the total area found by the area metre
for one quadrat in m2 divided by 0.5 m2 and the average LAI from the eight quadrats was taken
to yield one value for the site.
Footprint analysis based on Kormann and Meixner (2001) was performed to assess for
the probable source area contribution of the fluxes measured by the EC system, and characterize
the source area footprint (Rannik et al., 2012) and its diurnal and seasonal variations (Chen et al.,
2009). More details on the footprint analysis can be found in Paul-Limoges et al. (2013).
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3
3.1

Results and Discussion
Forest stand characteristics and regrowth at HDF11
During the first year after harvesting, the only vegetation consisted of small 1-year-old

Douglas-fir seedlings and sparse understory vegetation, mostly left from the previous 61-yearold stand, resulting in an LAI of about 0.2 m2 m-2. The Douglas-fir seedlings had on average a
height of 40 cm and a basal diameter of 1.02 cm. The LAI increased to a maximum of 1.78 m2
m-2 in the second year. By the end of the second year, the average height of the seedlings was
43.7 cm and their basal diameter was on average 1.16 cm. The establishment and growth of
pioneer species increased over the two years. With the use of transects, the more common
species were found to be purple-leaved willowherb (Epilobium ciliatum), vanilla leaf (Achlys
triphylla), dagger-leaved rush (Juncus ensifolius), Oregon grape (Mahonia nervosa), foamflower
(Tiarella trifoliata) and various grasses. Using the logarithmic wind profile equation and
independent LiDAR- based measurements, the aerodynamic roughness of the site was found to
be 0.13 m in late 2011 (Paul-Limoges et al., 2013).

3.2

Weather at HDF11
The climate at the study site is typically cool and wet during winter and warm and dry

during summer. For the first two years following harvesting, HDF11 experienced similar weather
(Figure 4) and typical climate (Table 3). Table 3 shows the mean air temperature and total
precipitation at the Campbell River airport climate station from 1999 to 2012 and Environment
Canada climate normals for 1971-2000. The mean air temperature at the study site was 7.9 ºC for
the first year and 8.5 ºC for the second year, both years being within one SD of the 30-year mean
for the area, while the mean soil temperature (5-cm depth) was 8.1 ºC and 8.9 ºC for the first and
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second years, respectively. The annual precipitation was 1266 mm for the first year and 1136
mm for the second year. The annual precipitation measured at the site was lower than that
measured at Campbell River airport for the 2011 and 2012 calendar years (1378 and 1644 mm
for 2011 and 2012, respectively). These values were within 1 SD of the 30-year mean of 1452
mm. The mean wind speed at the site was 1.55 m s-1 in the first year and 1.72 m s-1 in the second
year. The dominant wind directions at the site are downslope towards the east-northeast during
the night and upslope towards the west-southwest during the day.

Figure 4: Climate variables at HDF11 for the first two years following harvesting. The solid line represents the first
year from 5 May 2011 to 4 May 2012, and the dashed line represents the second year from 5 May 2012 to 4 May
2013. Both lines are 5-day averages.
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Table 3: Mean air temperature and total precipitation for Campbell River airport climate station (49º 57’N,
125º16’W, 109 m.a.s.l., station ID 1021261).

Year
Mean air temperature (ºC) Total precipitation (mm)
2012
9.2
1644
2011
8.5
1378
2010
9.6
1904
2009
n/a
n/a
2008
n/a
n/a
2007
n/a
n/a
2006
9.4
1823
2005
9.6
1422
2004
10.2
1440
2003
9.6
1497
2002
9.3
1249
2001
8.7
1295
2000
8.7
1121
1999
8.8
1986
Mean 1971-2000
8.6
1452
SD 1971-2000
0.7
267

3.3

Footprints for HDF11
Figures 5 and 6 show the results from the turbulent source areas (footprints) of the EC

system overlaid on the roughness length distribution of the site (for more details on this analysis
see Paul-Limoges et al. (2013)) for daytime and nighttime, respectively. Unstable conditions
during daytime allowed for a more constrained footprint surrounding the tower in a circular
fashion (Figure 5). The 85% contour line (enclosing 85% of the cumulative probability for a unit
source) was entirely on the clearcut harvested surface, and covered a similar area upslope and
downslope from the tower. However, stable conditions at night resulted in a much larger
footprint, where a significant proportion (approximately 25%) of the fluxes came from the forest
upslope due to katabatic flows at night (Figure 6). Figure 6 demonstrates the importance of
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filtering based on the

,

for low turbulence conditions at night, as the footprint measured

under nighttime stable conditions was not as representative of the harvested surface.

Figure 5: Daytime cumulative flux footprint contours in 2011 for HDF11 overlaying the map of log10(z0, in m)
estimated from LiDAR analysis. The red cross represents the micrometeorological tower location. The contour lines
are in % of the cumulative probability assuming a unit source strength.
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Figure 6: Nighttime cumulative flux footprint contours in 2011 for HDF11 overlaying the map of log10(z0, in m)
estimated from LiDAR analysis. The red cross represents the micrometeorological tower location. The contour lines
are in % of the cumulative probability assuming a unit source strength.
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3.4
3.4.1

Energy exchange at HDF11
Annual radiation and energy fluxes
The net radiation (Rn) was greater in the second year (1.83 GJ m-2 yr-1) after harvesting

than in the first year (1.36 GJ m-2 yr-1) due to the greater amount of downwelling shortwave (S↓)
and longwave (L↓) radiation in year 2, despite the greater amount of upwelling shortwave (S↑)
and longwave (L↑) radiation (Table 4 and Figure 7). The annual albedo increased from year 1 to
year 2, due to the greater snow cover resulting in a maximum albedo of almost 0.70 for most of
January (Figure 8). The albedo of the site was consistently at about 0.13 for both growing
seasons. The albedo increased over both winters due to snowfall, but this change was greater and
more sustained in year 2.

Figure 7: Monthly-averaged radiation components at HDF11 for the first two years following harvesting (May 2011
to May 2013).
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Figure 8: Monthly albedo (calculated as the ratio of monthly total S↑ / S↓) at HDF11 for the first two years
following harvesting (May 2011 to May 2013).
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Table 4: Annual radiation and energy fluxes for the first two years following harvesting at HDF11.

Energy terms
Annual sums (GJ m-2 yr-1)
S↓
S↑
L↓
L↑
Rn
H
λE
G
S

First year1 Second year2 Average ± SD
3.70
0.60
9.56
11.29
1.36
0.56
0.56
-0.01
-0.01

4.08
0.70
9.93
11.48
1.83
0.61
0.75
0.03
0.03

3.88 ± 0.28
0.65 ± 0.07
9.74 ± 0.26
11.38 ± 0.14
1.59 ± 0.33
0.59 ± 0.04
0.65 ± 0.13
0.01 ± 0.03
0.01 ± 0.03

Ratios
Albedo
Bowen ratio

0.16
1.00

0.17
0.82

0.17 ± 0.01
0.91 ± 0.13

Other climate variables
P (mm)
E (mm)
Ta (°C)3
Ts (°C)4

1266
228
7.9
8.1

1136
305
8.5
8.9

1201± 92
267 ± 55
8.2 ± 0.4
8.5 ± 0.6

1

5 May 2011 to 4 May 2012
5 May 2012 to 4 May 2013
3
Ta at a height of 5 m
4
Ts at a depth of 5 cm
2

The sensible heat flux density (H) and latent heat flux density (λE) increased from the
first to the second year from 0.56 to 0.61 GJ m-2 yr-1 and from 0.56 to 0.75 GJ m-2 yr-1,
respectively (Table 4). During the first growing season, H strongly dominated λE due to a drier
period with less precipitation, and thus lower volumetric water content from June to September
over the first year (Figure 9). However, during the second growing season, H and λE followed a
similar pattern except in June 2012, when abundant precipitation led to λE being greater than H
(Figure 9). During the first year, the Bowen ratio was positive and approximately 2 during the
summer, and then became negative (approximately -3) during November, December and January
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(Figure 10). It was then fairly constant at about 1 over the second growing season until snowfall
in November, which resulted in first a Bowen ratio of -4 and then a very high Bowen ratio of 70
in January (out of scale in Figure 10). Overall, the first year had an average Bowen ratio of 1.00
whereas the second year had an average of 0.82 (Table 4). The soil heat flux density (G) (Figure
9) and the rate of energy storage change (S) (Figure 11) were positive in the summer and
negative in the winter, but the trends remained relatively constant over the two years. The energy
storage in soil was found to be by far the largest of the energy storage terms, and the energy
storage in sensible and latent heat in the air column between ground and measurement level and
energy storage in biomass was found to be negligible (Figure 11).

Figure 9: Monthly-averaged energy flux densities terms for the first two years following harvesting at HDF11 (May
2011 to May 2013).
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Figure 10: Monthly-averaged Bowen ratio for the two years following harvesting at HDF11 (May 2011 to May
2013).

Figure 11: Storage components for the two years following harvesting at HDF11. The solid line represents the first
year of measurements and the dashed line represents the second year of measurements.
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3.4.2

Diurnal and seasonal radiation and energy fluxes
Summer had the highest Rn due to the greater amount of S↓ from the higher solar altitude,

longer daylight and clearer skies, and due to the amount of greater L↓ from warmer atmospheric
temperatures (Figure 12). Fall and winter at HDF11 were characterized by continuous and thick
cloud cover, resulting in lower Rn for these two seasons (Figure 12). On a diurnal basis, H
strongly dominated λE during daytime during the summer and spring months, whereas at night
λE slightly exceeded zero while H was negative (Figure 13). H and λE were both very small
during fall and winter (Figure 13). G was greatest in the summer due to greater soil warming
(Figure 13). Energy storage in soil was important during daytime during the summer, but this
energy was then lost at night (Figure 14). All other energy storage terms were found to be
negligible (Figure 14).

Figure 12: Average diurnal radiation components for the first two years following harvesting at HDF11 for a)
summer, b) fall, c) winter and d) spring. Seasons refer to the normal definition based on equinoxes and solstices.
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Figure 13: Average diurnal energy balance components for the first two years following harvesting at HDF11 for a)
summer, b) fall, c) winter, and d) spring. Seasons refer to the normal definition based on equinoxes and solstices.

Figure 14: Diurnal energy storage components for the first two years following harvesting at HDF11 for a) summer,
b) fall, c) winter and d) spring. The solid line represents the storage in soil while the three other overlapping lines
(dots, dashes and dot-dashes) represent the storage in biomass, latent heat and sensible heat, respectively. Seasons
refer to the normal definition based on equinoxes and solstices.
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3.4.3

Energy balance closure
Energy balance closure (EBC) is commonly used to assess the quality of the CO2 fluxes.

The failure of EC CO2 flux measurements at low

at night is well-documented (Black et al.,

1996; Goulden et al., 1996; Wofsy et al., 1993) and, for that reason, it is common practice to
filter nighttime CO2 fluxes based on a

,

, as the CO2 flux should not be controlled by

turbulence (Barford et al., 2001; Black et al., 1996; Goulden et al., 1996). Barr et al. (2006)
found that EC measurements of H and λE were equally affected by the low turbulence conditions
at night, and thus showed the necessity to extend the low

exclusion to H and λE. Figure 15

shows that the diurnal EBC dropped during nighttime in the summer, thus suggesting that
turbulent energy fluxes were affected by the same lack of turbulence as the CO2 fluxes. In
addition, the nighttime source area footprint (Figure 6) showed that the turbulent source areas
were too large during nighttime.
Since the purpose of the EBC in this study is to assess the quality of the CO2 flux
measurements, H and λE were also filtered using the same threshold
filtering using the

,

as the CO2 fluxes. After

, EBC was 83% in the summer (81% no filtering), 61% in the fall (56%

no filtering), 49% in the winter (41% no filtering) and 78% in the spring (77% no filtering)
(Figure 16). EBC was found to be best in the summer due to greater turbulent mixing allowing
for a better measurement of turbulent fluxes. High and constant precipitation during the fall and
winter contributed to the lower EBC. The lowest EBC was linked to snow cover and it increased
drastically as soon as snow melted. Issues related to EBC when there is snow could possibly be
due to the energy used in snowmelt; however, the heat flux required to melt snow has been
estimated to only about 2.2% (Barr et al., 2012). The presence of a snow cover can also possibly
have resulted in a smoother surface and consequently, in a larger footprint. A larger footprint
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would include a disproportional fraction from outside the clearcut and invalidate EBC, as
radiative and turbulent signals would originate from different systems. Overall, the EBC for all
seasons over the two years was 81% (78% no filtering) (Figure 17). As this lack of closure can
be attributed to errors in the measurement of the available energy flux, as much as to errors in the
turbulent energy flux densities, no correction for EBC was applied in this study.
The diurnal pattern in EBC found during summer at HDF11 (Figure 15) was similar to
that found by Kidston et al. (2010) for a harvested jack pine site during June. They observed
lower EBC at night, large fluctuations around sunrise and sunset, and a constant EBC during
daytime. They found that at sunrise and sunset, the available energy flux was positive while the
turbulent energy fluxes were negative or close to zero. Rn was negative with a larger magnitude
than G and the sun was above the horizon. The low solar altitude during those times resulted in
the amount of energy penetrating the above-ground biomass and residue being decoupled from
G, as a disproportionately greater heat flux density went into the above-ground biomass than the
soil surface.
Kidston et al. (2010) also pointed out that the fact that the storage terms were
approximately 90° out of phase with the other energy fluxes, i.e., the storage fluxes were positive
in the morning and negative in the afternoon, suggested that the diurnal variation in EBC can be
used as a qualitative assessment of the accuracy of the storage fluxes. Assuming that an
underestimation of the turbulent energy fluxes was not dependent on time of day, EBC would
systematically decrease throughout the day if storage terms were underestimated or
systematically increase if overestimated. The fact that EBC remained constant during daytime in
the summer at HDF11 is therefore an indication that the storage terms were well measured.
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The lack of energy balance closure is a common and well-documented issue among EC
studies (Barr et al., 2006; Foken, 2008; Kidston et al., 2010; Leuning et al., 2012; Twine et al.,
2000; Wilson et al., 2002). Wilson et al. (2002) found a mean EBC of 80% for 50 years of data at
22 Fluxnet sites and, therefore, the values for EBC in this study were consistent with previous
studies.

Figure 15: Diurnal energy balance closure on a 30 min resolution for the first two years following harvesting at
HDF11 for a) summer, b) fall, c) winter, and d) spring.
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Figure 16: EBC with filtering by season for the first two years following harvesting at HDF11.The dots represent
half-hourly measurements and the percents shown in each panel are the slopes of the regression lines. The lines are
the 1: 1 lines.

Figure 17: EBC with filtering for all points for both years. The dots represent half-hourly measurements and the
percent shown is the slope of the regression line. The line is the 1: 1 line.
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3.5
3.5.1

Comparison of radiation and energy fluxes in the chronosequence
Pre- to post-harvest monthly temperature, albedo and Bowen ratio
The average monthly air temperature (Ta) was very similar from pre- to post-harvest

(Figure 18). The average monthly Ta warmed up faster in the spring at HDF11, but then peaked
later in August as opposed to in July at DF49. The removal of the canopy resulted in consistently
warmer average monthly soil temperatures (Ts) at 5-cm depth at HDF11, with the largest
differences being seen in the winter (Figure 18).

Figure 18: Average monthly Ta (heavy) and Ts (light) for HDF11 (solid lines) and DF49 (dashed lines). The data for
HDF11 represent the average of the first two years of measurements following harvesting, and the data for DF49
represent the average of the last four years of measurements before the harvest.
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The albedo was consistently greater at HDF11 compared to DF49 (Figure 19). Highest
albedo at HDF11 was found in the winter due to the greater snow cover on the open harvested
surface, compared to the forest at DF49. The albedo at HDF11 was lowest in April, May and
June due to saturated and dark surface organic layer leading to more S↓ being absorbed, and it
increased with plant growth and drier site conditions over the growing season. In contrast, the
albedo at DF49 stayed relatively constant throughout the year thereby demonstrating the lack of
snow cover on the trees and the smaller changes in surface cover over the year. The albedo
values measured at DF49 in the last four years (about 0.08) were similar to those usually
reported for coniferous forests, i.e., about 0.083 (Baldocchi et al., 2000; Jarvis et al., 1976).
Jassal et al. (2009) reported a dry foliage albedo of 0.085 before the fertilization, although this
value would possibly have been lower if the wet foliage values would have been included. The
decrease in albedo following fertilization might possibly indicate the influence of fertilization on
this very productive stand, resulting in more reflections within the very tall canopy.
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Figure 19: Average monthly albedo for HDF11 (solid line) and DF49 (dashed line). The data for HDF11 are
averages for the first two years of measurements following harvesting, and the data for DF49 are averages for the
last four years of measurements before the harvest.

The Bowen ratio for HDF11 and DF49 was similar for the period from February to July
(Figure 20). The Bowen ratio was lower at HDF11 during January and December due to the
presence of a thicker and longer lasting snow cover resulting in lower E from sublimation at
HDF11 than from the sublimation, evaporation and transpiration from the forest canopy at DF49.
The Bowen ratio at HDF11 increased in August and September, as dry surface conditions
resulted in less moisture available for evapotranspiration at the site and early senescence of the
broadleaf herbs and shrubs. In comparison, the forest was able to maintain a more humid
environment within the forest canopy even during the drier summer period, perhaps due to roots
reaching soil moisture at deeper depths.
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Figure 20: Average monthly Bowen ratios for HDF11 (solid line) and DF49 (dashed line). The data for HDF11 are
averages of the first two years of measurements following harvesting, and the data for DF49 are averages of the last
four years of measurement before harvesting.

3.5.2

Annual radiation and energy fluxes
From pre- to post-harvest, annual Rn decreased by 35% at HDF11 and by 25% at HDF00.

The average Rn was 2.48 GJ m-2 yr-1 at DF49 (Table 6), 1.59 GJ m-2 yr-1 at HDF11 (Table 4) and
1.82 GJ m-2 yr-1 at HDF00 (Table 5). From pre- to post-harvest, the albedo increased in both
clearcuts and therefore, so did S↑. The average pre-harvest albedo was 0.08 at DF49 (Table 6),
whereas the average post-harvest albedo was 0.17 at HDF11 (Table 4) and 0.18 at HDF00 (Table
5). Other studies have also found a reduction in Rn at harvested sites when compared to mature
sites (Amiro, 2001; Brown, 1972; Chen et al., 2004; McCaughey, 1981; McCaughey, 1985), and
this has often been explained by the increase in albedo following harvesting (Baldocchi et al.,
2000; Brown, 1972; Clark et al., 2004; Gholz and Clark, 2002; Hornbeck, 1970; McCaughey,
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1981; McCaughey, 1985). The removal of the DF49 canopy resulted in less incident shortwave
radiation getting trapped and absorbed by the land-surface, and thus, more reflected. In addition,
the smoother surface at HDF11 resulted in a deeper and longer lasting snow cover from pre- to
post-harvest at HDF11, thereby resulting in a greater shortwave reflectivity.
Annual H and λE decreased from the forest at DF49 (0.67 GJ m-2 yr-1 and 1.03 GJ m-2
yr-1, respectively) to the harvested stand at HDF11 (0.59 GJ m-2 yr-1 and 0.65 GJ m-2 yr-1,
respectively) (Table 7). Annual H and λE were greater at HDF00 (0.82 GJ m-2 yr-1 and 0.70 GJ
m-2 yr-1, respectively) than at HDF11 (Table 7). DF49 therefore had a greater evapotranspiration
(E) (420 mm for 1198 mm of precipitation) compared to HDF11 (267 mm for 1201 mm of
precipitation). This is consistent with previous results for HDF00 from Jassal et al. (2009) that
reported that after clearcut harvesting of Douglas-fir on Vancouver Island, E dropped to about
70% of that of the 60-year-old stand. As indicated earlier, when surface temperature and vapour
pressure do not limit the fluxes, mature coniferous forests have a greater ability to transfer latent
and sensible heat to the atmosphere due to their greater aerodynamic roughness, resulting in
greater turbulence and consequently low aerodynamic resistance (Baldocchi et al., 2000; Jarvis et
al., 1976; Jarvis and Stewart, 1979; Jarvis and McNaughton, 1986; Lee et al., 2011; McCaughey,
1981). In contrast, harvested areas have an aerodynamic resistance about an order of magnitude
larger (Jarvis and Stewart, 1979; Oke, 1987). Other factors influencing are the lower daily Rn
resulting in less energy available for H and λE, and the reduced leaf area resulting in decreased E
(Amiro, 2001; Gholz and Clark, 2002). The partitioning of the available energy flux as H and λE
changed from pre- to post- harvest. The annual Bowen ratio was on average greater at HDF11
(0.91) and HDF00 (1.17) compared to DF49 (0.65), thereby indicating a greater proportion of the
turbulent energy fluxes leaving as sensible heat following the harvest.
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Average annual air temperatures were very similar for the three sites (DF49: 7.9°C,
HDF11: 8.2°C, and HDF00: 8.3°C). Annual soil temperatures at the 5-cm depth were on average
higher at HDF11 (8.5°C) and at HDF00 (9.7 °C) compared to DF49 (7.3°C). L↑ was on average
slightly greater at HDF11 compared to DF49 (11.38 GJ m-2 yr-1 vs. 10.83 GJ m-2 yr-1,
respectively). L↑ was influenced by higher soil surface temperatures at HDF11, whereas at DF49
it was to a large extent controlled by leaf temperatures, which are moderated by the cooling
effect of transpiration. The greater aerodynamic roughness at DF49 resulted in the leaf
temperature being coupled with the air temperature. The differences in aerodynamic resistance of
mature forests and harvested stands have been shown to result in warmer daytime surface
temperatures in harvested areas, and consequently, in greater L↑ (Lee et al., 2011; McCaughey,
1981; McCaughey, 1985). The opposite has been found at night, with cooler surface
temperatures in harvested areas than in forested areas. As mentioned earlier, Lee et al. (2011)
observed that harvesting resulted in a local cooling effect due to the greater surface albedo
during daytime and cooler surface air temperatures at night. They hypothesized that surface air
temperatures in forests are warmer at night under stable and stratified conditions due to the
presence of trees causing turbulent mixing, thus bringing heat from aloft to the surface. During
daytime, the smaller surface roughness in harvested areas causes air temperatures to rise faster
than in forests, but this roughness effect for harvested sites north of the 45º N was found to be
offset by cooling associated with albedo and Bowen ratio changes, resulting in almost identical
daily maximum temperatures for forests and harvested areas. However, on an annual basis in this
study, no significant difference was found in average air temperatures.
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Table 5: Annual radiation and energy flux densities for the first two years following harvesting at HDF00.

Energy terms

First year1 Second year2 Average ± SD

Annual Sums (GJ m-2 yr-1)
S↓
S↑
L↓
L↑
Rn
H
λE
G
S

3.83
0.67
n/a
n/a
1.78
0.82
0.72
0.03
0.03

4.17
0.79
n/a
n/a
1.86
0.82
0.68
0.02
0.02

4.00 ± 0.23
0.73 ± 0.08
n/a
n/a
1.82 ± 0.06
0.82 ± 0.00
0.70 ± 0.03
0.02 ± 0.01
0.03 ± 0.01

Ratios
Albedo
Bowen ratio

0.18
1.14

0.19
1.20

0.18 ± 0.01
1.17 ± 0.05

Other climate variables
P (mm)
E (mm)
Ta (°C)3
Ts (°C)4

973
295
8.2
9.7

1224
278
8.4
9.6

1099 ± 178
286 ± 12
8.3 ± 0.1
9.65 ± 0.1

1

1 September 2000 to 31 August 2001
1 September 2001 to 31 August 2002
3
Ta at a height of 3 m
4
Ts at a depth of 5 cm
2
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Table 6: Annual radiation and energy flux densities for the last four years before harvesting at DF49.

Energy terms

2007

2008

2009

2010 Average ± SD

Annual Sums (GJ m-2 yr-1)
4.28 3.70 3.98 4.44
S↓
0.34 0.28 0.30 0.34
S↑
9.99 9.71 9.15 9.26
L↓
11.35 10.87 10.39 10.69
L↑
Rn
2.57 2.26 2.44 2.67
0.72 0.45 0.69 0.83
H
1.00 1.07 1.00 1.06
λE
-0.03 -0.03 -0.02 -0.02
G
-0.03 -0.03 -0.02 -0.02
S

4.10 ± 0.33
0.31 ± 0.03
9.53 ± 0.39
10.83 ± 0.40
2.48 ± 0.18
0.67 ± 0.16
1.03 ± 0.04
-0.02 ± 0.00
-0.03 ± 0.00

Ratios
Albedo
Bowen ratio

0.08
0.72

0.08
0.42

0.07
0.69

0.08
0.78

0.08 ± 0.00
0.65 ± 0.16

Other climate variables
P (mm)
E (mm)
Ta (°C)1
Ts (°C)2

1711
407
8.4
7.6

1106
437
7.7
7.3

884
407
7.3
7.1

1091
433
8.1
7.2

1198 ± 357
421 ± 16
7.9 ±0.5
7.3 ± 0.2

1
2

Ta at a height of 41 m
Ts at a depth of 5 cm
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Table 7: Comparison of annual radiation and energy flux densities for DF49, HDF11 and HDF00. The values shown
are the mean with the minimum and maximum in parentheses.

Energy terms

DF49

HDF11

HDF00

Annual Sums (GJ m-2 yr-1)
S↓
S↑
L↓
L↑
Rn
H
λE
G
S

4.10 (3.70-4.44)
0.31 (0.28-0.34)
9.53 (9.15-9.99)
10.83 (10.39-11.35)
2.48 (2.26-2.67)
0.67 (0.45-0.83)
1.03 (1.00-1.07)
-0.02 (-0.03- -0.02)
-0.02 (-0.03- -0.02)

3.88 (3.69-4.08)
0.65 (0.60-0.70)
9.74 (9.56-9.93)
11.38 (11.29-11.48)
1.60 (1.37-1.84)
0.59 (0.56-0.61)
0.65 (0.56-0.75)
0.01 (-0.01-0.03)
0.01 (-0.01-0.03)

4.00 (3.83-4.17)
0.73 (0.67-0.79)
n/a
n/a
1.82 (1.78-1.86)
0.82 (0.82-0.82)
0.70 (0.68-0.72)
0.02 (0.02-0.03)
0.03 (0.02-0.03)

Ratios
Albedo
Bowen ratio

0.08 (0.07-0.08)
0.65 (0.42-0.78)

0.17 (0.16-0.17)
0.91 (0.82-1.00)

0.18 (0.18-0.19)
1.17 (1.14-1.20)

Other climate variables
P (mm)
E (mm)
Ta (°C)
Ts (°C)

1198 (884-1711)
420 (407-437)
7.9 (7.3-8.4)
7.3 (7.1-7.6)

1201 (1136-1266)
267 (228-305)
8.2 (7.9-8.5)
8.5 (8.1-8.9)

1099 (973-1224)
286 (276-295)
8.3 (8.2-8.4)
9.65 (9.6-9.7)

3.6
3.6.1

CO2 exchange at HDF11
Annual NEP, GEP and Re from EC measurements
Figure 21 and Table 8 show the annual courses and values of net ecosystem productivity

(NEP), gross ecosystem photosynthesis (GEP) and ecosystem respiration (Re) for the first two
years following harvesting at HDF11. HDF11 was a strong source of carbon for both of these
years with an NEP of -1000 g C m-2 yr-1 and -700 g C m-2 yr-1 for the first and second years,
respectively. Over the first year, HDF11 was a much stronger source in summer than in winter,
whereas it was more constant source during the second year. During the first year, GEP was
almost nonexistent due to the slow recovery of vegetation (130 g C m-2 yr-1), while it increased
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considerably (almost tripled) in the second year with vegetation recovery during the growing
season (385 g C m-2 yr-1). Re was much greater than GEP during the entire year, thus accounting
for most of the measured NEP. Re was slightly greater in the first year (1130 g C m-2 yr-1) than in
the second year (1085 g C m-2 yr-1).

Figure 21: NEP, GEP and Re at HDF11. The solid line represents the first year from 5 May 2011 to 4 May 2012, and
the dashed line represents the second year from 5 May 2012 to 4 May 2013. Both lines are 5-day averages.

Table 8: Annual values of GEP, Re, NEP, E and P for the first two years after harvesting at HDF11.

Year 1 Year 2 Average
GEP (g C m yr )
130
385
258
Re (g C m-2 yr-1)
1130
1085
1108
NEP (g C m-2 yr-1) -1000
-700
-850
P (mm)
1266
1136
1201
E (mm)
228
305
267
-2

3.6.2

-1

Gross ecosystem photosynthesis
Photosynthesis was almost nonexistent during the first year (Figure 22) due to the small

amount of living vegetation at the site, with an LAI of approximately 0.2 m2 m-2. The few plants
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growing at the site following harvesting were mostly pre-harvest understory species in the forest
and showed clear signs of water stress over the first year during the peak of the growing season,
as understory plant species are not used to warmer temperatures and higher light levels. Unlike
the relationship between GEP and downwelling PAR (Q↓) observed in the second year, there was
virtually no response to Q↓ in the first year. Previous studies have found that the net
photosynthetic rate of most understory species at DF49 was about 3.0 to 3.5 µmol m-2 s-1 (Leitch,
2010). The light response curve for year 2 (Figure 22) is consistent with pre-harvest understory
measurements, as GEP leveled off at about 3 µmol m-2 s-1.

Figure 22: GEP as a function of downwelling PAR (Q↓). The solid line represents year 1 and the dashed line
represents year 2 rectangular hyperbolic fits to the binned values by 50 µmol m-2 s-1 and the parameters are in
Table 9.
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Table 9: Parameters for the rectangular hyperbolic relationship between GEP and Q↓.

α (mol C mol-1 photons) Px (μmol m-2 s-1) R2
Year 1
0.01
0.72
0.00
Year 2
0.03
3.57
0.18

3.6.3

Ecosystem respiration
For the same soil temperature at the 5-cm depth, Re was slightly greater in the first year

than in the second year (Figure 23). The decomposition of labile materials and fine roots over the
first growing season likely contributed to the steeper slope of Re vs. soil temperature (Ts) in the
first year of measurements. The logistic relationship between Re and soil temperature at HDF11
contrasts with that found at HDF00, where an exponential relationship was found to be a better
fit (Humphreys et al., 2006). This suggests that other factors were limiting Re at HDF11 at higher
Ts.
To investigate whether soil water content was a limiting factor, residuals were obtained
by subtracting the best-fit values obtained using Eq. (2) from the original values. Figure 24
shows the relationship between the residuals and volumetric soil water content at the 10-cm
depth. However, as Figure 24 demonstrates, no relationship was found. This is consistent with
previous results from Humphreys et al. (2006) and Drewitt et al. (2002) indicating that, despite
the variations in soil water content during the growing season, no clear relationship between Re
and soil water content could be established for all three stands on Vancouver Island. Drewitt et
al. (2002) suggested that the poor relationships between soil water content and Rs for the
Vancouver Island sites may have been due to the highly correlated nature of soil water content
and temperature at these sites. Other studies have also found that the influence of soil water
content on Re was hard to quantify due to the confounding effect of a negative correlation
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between soil water content and temperature (Davidson et al., 1998). Other possible factors
influencing Re relate to the interactions between the climate variables, the physical and chemical
characteristics of the substrate, and the decomposer organisms, which are all influenced by the
nature of the disturbance (Harmon et al., 2011).

Figure 23: Ecosystem respiration versus soil temperature at the 5-cm depth. The solid line (circles) represents year 1
and the dashed line (triangles) represents year 2. The soil temperature values represent binned values by 1º C. The
lines are logistic equation fits to the binned values and the parameters are shown in Table 10.

Table 10: Parameters for the logistic equation fit between Re and Ts.

r1 (μmol m-2 s-1) r2 (°C-1) r3 (°C) R2
Year 1
5.18
0.34
6.54 0.42
Year 2
5.59
0.24
8.61 0.28
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Figure 24: Respiration residuals, after normalization using soil temperature, as a function of soil water content.

Figure 25 shows the intercepts of the monthly rectangular hyperbolic relationships (see
Eq. 4) between NEP and PAR. Although these points should be considered as only estimates of
daytime respiration, these results are consistent with the results found from the nighttime
relationship with soil temperature (Figure 21). As mentioned previously, some studies have
found that daytime leaf respiration is reduced compared to nighttime values (Brooks and
Farquhar, 1985; Janssens et al., 2001; Villar et al., 1995) and consequently, when using
nighttime estimates, daytime Re can be overestimated. However, in our case, there is only a
minimal amount of biomass photosynthesizing at the site, so photoinhibition had only a small
effect. The role of photoinhibition is likely to be greater where photosynthesis is more important,
such as for a forest canopy. Janssens et al. (2001) found that photoinhibition reached a reduction
of up to 15% in European forests, while Suyker and Verma (2001) found a 22% reduction in a
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tallgrass prairie. Cai (2006) found annual Re of DF49 obtained using the light response
relationship was approximately 75% of that obtained using the nighttime NEE vs. Ts
relationship. However, Griffis et al. (2004) found that the reduction in boreal mature aspen, black
spruce and jack pine was about 10% and was within their uncertainty in the nighttime Re
estimates.

Figure 25: Daytime respiration derived from the monthly intercept of the rectangular-hyperbolic relationship
between NEP and PAR.

3.6.4

Respiration from chambers and comparison with EC measurements
The chambers measured soil respiration (Rs) only, whereas the EC system measured

ecosystem respiration (Re). Rs measurements derived from the average of the three automated
chambers were well correlated but significantly less than Re especially in winter (Figure 26). Rs
and Re followed similar trends annually, with much greater respiratory rates during the summer
than winter.
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Figure 26 and Figure 27 show the constant offset (about 1 mol m-2 s-1) between Rs and
Re, representing the respiration from the decomposing stumps, logs and other debris (not
included in the automated chambers), as well as autotrophic respiration. As there are possibly
measurement errors in both the automated chamber and EC measurements, an orthogonal linear
regression was used to assess the relationship between the two. On an annual basis, Rs was 0.88
of Re (Figure 27). Similarly, the average Rs was found to be about 0.88 of the average Re at
HDF00 (Humphreys et al., 2006).
The post-harvest ratio of Rs to Re was greater than the pre-harvest ratio at DF49. Jassal et
al. (2007) found that, on an annual basis, Rs accounted for 0.62 of Re at DF49. In that study, Rs :
Re was a minimum in the spring with 0.52 and gradually increased until a maximum of 0.86 in
winter. The post-harvest ratio at HDF11 (0.88) was similar to the winter ratio at DF49 (0.86),
thereby showing the reduced influence of the autotrophic component during the winter season. In
the winter, low air temperatures results in low aboveground respiration, even in forests, but some
heterotrophic respiration still occurs from the warmer and deeper soil layers. With the increase in
temperature, both Rs and Re increase, but the increase in Re is greater as autotrophic respiration
increase with photosynthesis.
Point measurements using the manual respiration chamber are also shown in Figure 26.
These measurements represent different temporal and spatial scales than those of the automated
chambers; the manual chamber measurements represented one point measurement on a day (i.e.,
at one specific time in the daytime), whereas the automated chambers and EC system measured
fluxes continuously which were then averaged. Nevertheless, these point measurements help to
quantify for the spatial variability in Rs, as they cover a larger area than the automated chambers,
and the similarity in the measurements show that the three automated chambers well represented
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the spatial variability of the site. Respiratory fluxes from logs and stumps were also measured.
The fluxes measured from the logs and stumps were multiplied by their estimated fractional area
at the site, which was 0.20 m2 m-2, whereas soil was assumed to cover the entire site. For specific
measurement periods, the ratio of respiration from logs and stumps to that of the soil was on
average 7%. The average respiratory flux from the logs and stumps was 0.15 µmol m-2 s-1 and the
standard deviation was 0.6 µmol m-2 s-1.
Diurnal patterns of respiration from the chambers and the EC system were also examined
following Vickers et al. (2012) in order to investigate whether advection accounted for CO2 loss
from the site. They used the nocturnal ratio of NEE from EC to chamber-measured ecosystem
respiration to identify the occurrence of advection and found advection occurred in stable
conditions when atmospheric mixing was suppressed. In most EC studies where there is adequate
fetch, horizontal and vertical flux divergences are assumed to be negligible and advection terms
are often omitted in the NEE equation. Advection can lead to the horizontal transport of C and
energy below the EC sensors, and thus can result in systematic measurement errors (Federer,
1970). HDF11 is located on a slight slope. Comparing fluxes measured by the chambers and the
EC system permits the investigation of the effects of advection; if, for example, advective fluxes
were present during nighttime, flux densities measured with the chambers would be greater (or
lower) than those measured with the EC system. However, preliminary results suggested that the
difference between the measurements from the automated-chamber and EC systems was not
dependent on time of day, and thus suggested no significant advection. Leitch (2010) found nonnegligible horizontal and vertical advection of C at DF49, and the advection correction was
similar to the low friction velocity

) filtering correction, thus suggesting that the

criterion

can successfully filter for cases when advection is relevant.
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Figure 26: Ecosystem (Re) and soil (Rs) respiration during the two years after harvesting at HDF11. The solid line
represents the respiration from the EC system and the dashed line represents the average soil respiration measured
by the three automated chambers. Both are 5-day averages. Also shown are average manual soil respiration
measurements (empty circles) and average manual respiration measurements for logs and stumps (filled circles).
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Figure 27: Orthogonal linear regression between respiration derived from the average of the three automated
chambers and the EC system (5-day averages). The equation of the regression line is Rs = 0.88Re-0.83 µmol m-2 s-1.

3.7
3.7.1

Comparison of CO2 fluxes in the chronosequence
Annual NEP, GEP and Re for DF49, HDF00 and HDF11
The CO2 fluxes in Figure 28 represent the first year of measurements following

harvesting at HDF11 and HDF00, and the average of the last four years of measurements at
DF49. From pre- to post-harvest, the stand transitioned from being a carbon sink of 560 g C m-2
yr-1 to being a strong carbon source of 1000 g C m-2 yr-1. With the removal of the canopy, GEP
significantly declined from 2020 g C m-2 yr-1 to 130 g C m-2 yr-1. Re only slightly declined from
1460 g C m-2 yr-1 to 1130 g C m-2 yr-1. In comparison to HDF11, the previously harvested stand,
HDF00, was a weaker source in the first year following harvesting of 620 g C m-2 yr-1 due to a
lower Re (840 g C m-2 yr-1) and a greater GEP (220 g C m-2 yr-1).
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Figure 28: Comparison of CO2 fluxes at DF49, HDF11 and HDF00. DF49 represents the average of the last 4 years.
HDF11 and HDF00 represent the first year following harvesting.

The difference in CO2 fluxes between HDF11 and HDF00 remained similar in the second
year. In the second year, HDF11 was a source of 700 g C m-2 yr-1 while HDF00 was a source of
520 g C m-2 yr-1. The average NEP for the first two years following harvesting at HDF11 was
-850 g C m-2 yr-1, whereas it was -570 g C m-2 yr-1 for HDF00 (Table 11). In the second year,
GEP at HDF00 increased to 530 g C m-2 yr-1, while it stayed low at HDF11 with 385 g C m-2
yr-1. The average GEP for the two years was 258 and 375 g C m-2 yr-1 for HDF11 and HDF00,
respectively (Table 11). Over the second year, Re increased to 1050 g C m-2 yr-1 at HDF00, while
it decreased to 1085 g C m-2 yr-1 at HDF11. The average Re for the two years following
harvesting was 1108 g C m-2 yr-1 at HDF11 and 945 g C m-2 yr-1 for HDF00 (Table 11).
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Table 11: Comparison of annual GEP, Re, NEP, E and P for DF49, HDF11 and HDF00. The values for DF49 are the
averages of the last four years before harvesting, whereas the values for HDF11 and HDF00 are the averages of the
first two years following harvesting.

Annual total
GEP (g C m-2 yr-1)
Re (g C m-2 yr-1)
NEP (g C m-2 yr-1)
E (mm)
P (mm)

DF49
2020
1460
560
420
1198

HDF11
258
1108
-850
267
1201

HDF00
375
945
-570
286
1099

The uncertainty in annual estimates of NEP results from the random and systematic
errors in the measurements and their analysis. The bootstrap Monte Carlo procedure indicated
that a random error of 20% for each of the half-hour measurements of NEP resulted in errors of
only 2 g C m-2 yr-1 for HDF00 and HDF11, and 5 g C m-2 yr-1 for DF49. The uncertainty
associated with the derivation of the empirical relationships used for gap-filling was found to be
less than 25 g C m-2 yr-1 for NEP for all three sites (Humphreys et al., 2006). Previous studies
have shown that given a consistent treatment of the data, differences among forests (Humphreys
et al., 2006) and among years (Humphreys et al., 2005; Morgenstern et al., 2004) were similar
regardless of the gap-filling strategy.

3.7.2

Comparison of DF49 and HDF11
The removal of the canopy at DF49 and subsequent low LAI resulted in a large change in

GEP, whereas there was only a small change in Re. Similar results have been found by Noormets
et al. (2012). However, the partitionning of Re into its components changed significantly. Re
decreased from pre- to post-harvest due to the significant reduction in autotrophic respiration
(Ra), as the removal of the canopy resulted in the loss of respiring roots, shoots, boles and leaves.
Since Re values stayed high from pre- to post-harvest, this suggests that heterotrophic respiration
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(Rh) stayed either constant or increased. Previous studies have shown that Rh can be invariant
with age (Amiro et al., 2010; Law et al., 2003; Luyssaert et al., 2008) or greater in younger
stands due in part to their warmer soil temperatures (Noormets et al., 2008), to the increased root
decay, and to the decomposition of the large amount of residue after a disturbance (Harmon et
al., 1990).
Jassal et al. (2007) found that pre-harvest at DF49, 0.54 of GEP was respired back to the
atmosphere as Ra. This Ra fraction is similar to the 0.53 in the empirical equation by Waring and
Running (1998), where Rh = Re - 0.53 GPP. Before fertilization at DF49, this equation gave
somewhat reasonable results for Rh in a study by Grant et al. (2010) compared to the
measurement results for Rh from Jassal et al. (2007) (758 ± 127 g C m-2 yr-1 vs. 585 ± 32 g C m-2
yr-1, respectively). However, the fertilization at DF49 increased GEP while Re remained
relatively constant (Jassal et al., 2010a). Using the average values for the last four years at DF49
(Table 11), the equation by Waring and Running (1998) gives an Rh value of 389 g C m-2 yr-1 and
suggests that Rh decreased with fertilization as was found in the study by Grant et al. (2010).
Although this Rh value seems very low for DF49 compared to the 6% decrease found by Jassal et
al. (2010b) and possibly indicates that the equation does not apply as well to fertilized stands, it
strongly suggests that Rh did not decrease from pre- to post-harvest like for other Vancouver
Island sites, where drier surface conditions following harvesting had been associated with
reduced decomposition rates (Addison et al., 2003; Trofymow, 1998). Using the Waring and
Running’s equation, Rh would be 1061 at HDF11 g C m-2 yr-1 and 723 g C m-2 yr-1 at HDF00.
Noormets et al. (2012) clearly showed that the Re partitioning in the first years
immediately after a disturbance is different than in the later years, as a large fraction of Re comes
from the decomposition of coarse woody debris and Ra is a small fraction. Special care should be
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taken when using models in the first few years following a disturbance as the global ratios, Rh :
Rs (e.g., Bond-Lamberty et al., 2004) or Ra : GEP (e.g., Waring and Running, 1998) might not
hold or might vary between stand-specific disturbances. Noormets et al. (2012) found that Ra :
GEP increased significantly with age, while Rh : Rs was significantly higher immediately after the
disturbance. Harmon et al. (2011) found that variations in Rh : Re depended largely on the forest
type and climate, although after a disturbance Rh could account for 100% of Re (Wang et al.,
2002).

3.7.3

Comparison of HDF00 and HDF11
There can be a few reasons for the differences in C fluxes following harvesting at HDF11

and HDF00. Vegetation recovery was slower at HDF11 than at HDF00. Humphreys et al. (2005)
reported considerable growth of the vegetation and seedlings over the three years of
measurements at HDF00, whereas in the case of HDF11 the trees grew very slowly. Both sites
started with an LAI of 0.2 m2 m-2 from small 1-year-old Douglas-fir seedlings (average height of
40 cm and basal diameter of 1.02 cm) and sparse understory vegetation left from the previous
Douglas-fir forest. By the end of the second year, the seedlings at HDF11 had an average height
of 43.7 cm and basal diameter of 1.16 cm, whereas the seedlings at HDF00 had an average
height of 62 cm and basal diameter of 1.53 cm (Humphreys et al., 2005). The establishment and
growth of pioneer species increased over the two years for both sites, but more at HDF00 where
an LAI of 2.17 m2 m-2 was reached over the second summer whereas a maximum LAI of 1.78 m2
m-2 was reached at HDF11. HDF11 is located on a slope and drainage at the site resulted in a
patchy surface of wet and dry areas following harvesting, which seems to have significantly
affected vegetation recovery and tree growth. Other possible factors influencing the regrowth are
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the higher elevation of 300 m.a.s.l. at HDF11 compared to 175 m.a.s.l. at HDF00 and the slope
facing ENE at HDF11, which could have resulted in less solar irradiance at the surface.
Lower respiratory fluxes at HDF00 can possibly have resulted from the coarser soil
texture with a greater mineral fraction and less organic matter compared to HDF11 (Table 2). In
addition, the forest at DF49 was fertilized in 2007. However, Jassal et al. (2010a) showed that
fertilization had very little effect on Re, so this is not likely to explain the difference in
respiratory rates between HDF00 and HDF11.
It is important to note that the first year of measurements at HDF00 started in September
rather than in May due to postponed instrument installation at the site (Humphreys et al., 2005).
The first growing season was the biggest source of C at HDF11, and this growing season was
missed at HDF00. However, even during the second year, the C source stayed consistently
greater at HDF11, so this cannot entirely explain the difference. Taking the same time period
from 1 September to 31 August as at HDF00, HDF11 would have been a source of 780 g C m-2
yr-1 over the first year and thus, still a much larger source than HDF00.

3.7.4

Implications for chronosequence studies
The solid line in Figure 29 represents the fit for the Douglas-fir chronosequence

(Humphreys et al., 2006; Jassal et al., 2010a) before measurements at HDF11. As in most
Fluxnet studies, this chronosequence study was based on only one replicate for a particular stand
age. Chronosequence studies such as this one and many others (Amiro, 2001; Anthoni et al.,
2002; Chen et al., 2002; Clark et al., 2004; Goulden et al., 2011; Goulden et al., 2006;
Humphreys et al., 2006; Kolari et al., 2004; Law et al., 2001; Litvak et al., 2003; Mkhabela et al.,
2009; Rannik et al., 2002; Schulze et al., 1999) have been used to investigate the influence of a
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stand-replacing disturbance on the C balance of a stand. Chronosequence studies are a useful tool
to obtain long-term age-related data in a short period of time; however, the fundamental
assumption of chronosequence studies has been shown to be invalid for some of those studies
(Howard et al., 2004; Johnson and Miyanishi, 2008; Yanai et al., 2003) while in most other
cases, it has not been tested.
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Figure 29: Relationship of NEP to stand age for all sites in the Douglas-fir chronosequence.

With only one replicate for a specific stand-age, it is dangerous to generalize on the forest
C balance following a stand-replacing disturbance, as there can be considerable spatial and
temporal variability in vegetation recovery and respiratory fluxes among same-age sites, as the
results from this study have indicated. Similarly, significant spatial variability in C fluxes has
been found for sites of less than 20 years of age in the same geographical area in Wisconsin
(Amiro et al., 2010). Spatial variability in the early years following a disturbance has been shown
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to be particularly important for sites with slower recovery (Amiro et al., 2010), such as the
Vancouver Island sites.
Differences between sites are related to the complex interactions between site
microclimate, soil characteristics, nutritional status, management history, belowground and
aboveground respiration processes, and the nature and speed with which the vegetation returns
(Harmon et al., 2011; Thornton et al., 2002). These factors influence the forest growth and
carbon cycling and, despite the fact that some of these differences are often considered negligible
in chronosequence studies, this study showed that they can significantly affect the C balance of
same age sites within an ecozone.
Multiple trajectories are possible following a stand-replacing disturbance. At the seedling
age, competition and/or facilitation by the understory and pioneer species can either decrease or
increase the establishment and regrowth of the seedlings and this has an important effect on the
long-term C sequestration of the stand. HDF11 will likely never be as productive as HDF00 as
the seedlings have had a high mortality in the first years and regrowth has been minimal. Rh is
the main component of the C balance after a stand-replacing disturbance and its response to
climate variations has been found to be greater in the first 20 years following a disturbance
(Noormets et al., 2007; Noormets et al., 2009). Rh is highly influenced by the nature of the site
and disturbance (Harmon et al., 2011). Immediately after a disturbance, changes in Rh depend on
the type and severity of the disturbance, the degree to which the disturbance removes the carbon
legacy, and changes the relative size of the carbon pools contributing to Rh (Harmon et al., 2011).
In this study, different respiratory fluxes were found between HDF00 and HDF11 despite the
similarity of the sites and disturbances.
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In order to account for and predict the consequences of stand-replacing disturbances such
as harvesting on regional and global C budgets, special care should be taken to not trust blindly
data from a single site and generalize it to all other same-age sites within that ecozone.
Replicated C flux measurements are required to validate the measurements and ensure accurate
C budgets, as errors at the measurement level then propagate to remote sensing indices and
process- and inventory-based models.
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4

Conclusions
This study examined the use of a chronosequence on Vancouver Island to study C and

energy balances from pre- to post-harvest. C and energy balances were measured using the EC
technique for two years following harvesting at a recently harvested site. The C and energy
balances measured were then compared to the pre-harvest measurements at the same site, and to
post-harvest measurements at another previously harvested site in the chronosequence.
Net radiation decreased from pre- to post-harvest due to an increase in albedo and emitted
longwave radiation. The albedo increased because of the deeper and longer lasting snow cover,
whereas the longwave emitted increased due to higher surface temperatures. The annual Bowen
ratio increased following harvesting due to reduced evapotranspiration following the removal of
the forest canopy. Air temperatures were found to be similar between mature and harvested sites,
whereas soil temperatures were found to be consistently greater at the two harvested sites.
The recently harvested stand, HDF11, was a strong source of C during the first two years
following harvesting due to high respiratory rates and slow recovery of vegetation, although this
source of C was weaker during the second year due to the regrowth of plant cover. In the first
year, HDF11 was a strong source during the summer and a weak source during the winter, as
NEP was driven mainly by Re. HDF11 was a more constant C source during the second year due
to GEP balancing Re during the summer.
No relationship between GEP and PAR could be found in the first year of measurements
as photosynthesis was almost nonexistent, whereas the recovery was observed in the second year
with a well-defined hyperbolic relationship. Re followed a logistic relationship with soil
temperature in both years and no relationship to soil water content was found.
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From pre- to post-harvest, the stand transitioned from being a moderate sink of C to being
a strong source of C. GEP markedly declined due to the removal of the canopy, while Re
decreased only slightly. The two post-harvest sites were very different C sources. The previously
clearcut harvested site (HDF00) was a weaker source of C due to lower respiration rates and
faster vegetation recovery following the disturbance.
This study showed significant differences between two clearcut harvested sites and
showed the importance of replicating measurements in same-age sites within an ecozone.
However, this study only had two replicates for a same-age site and thus, more same-age sites
would be required to properly quantify the variability which can occur within the ecosystem.
Furthermore, despite the fact that the climate in the years compared in this study was similar,
ideally C and energy exchanges should be measured simultaneously in different aged-stands to
ensure that climate differences are not influencing the results.
Considering the global impact of disturbances on forest ecosystems, this work contributes
to a better understanding of the impacts of harvesting on C and energy balances. In order to
account for and predict the consequences of stand-replacing disturbances such as harvesting on
regional and global C and energy budgets, replicated measurements are crucial to ensure accurate
budgets, as errors at the measurement level then propagate to remote sensing indices, and
process- and inventory-based models. An accurate quantification of C and energy balances
following disturbances is important in order to improve forest management strategies towards
increased C sequestration and climate change mitigation.
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Appendices
Appendix A : Site pictures
A.1

Pre- to post-harvest surface cover

Figure 30: Photographs showing the forest cover at DF49 and the surface cover immediately following harvesting,
which became HDF11. The photographs were taken from the top of the DF49 tower at 40-m height and the view is
towards east-southeast.
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A.2

Instrumentation at HDF11
Net radiometer

PAR sensors

EC system

Figure 31: Post-harvest surface residue and micrometeorological tower in June 2011 looking downslope towards the
east-northeast.

Figure 32: Eddy-covariance sensors at 4.5- m height at HDF11. Photograph shows the Gill Instruments R3 sonic
anemometer, the fine wire thermocouple (right) and the air intake to the LI-COR Inc. LI-7000 infrared gas analyzer
(bottom).
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A.3

Year 2 in pictures

May 2012

June 2012

July 2012

August 2012

September 2012

October 2012

November 2012

December 2012

January 2013

February 2013

March 2013

April 2013

Figure 33: Year 2 in pictures. These 12 photographs represent one picture per month over the second year of
measurements (in order from May 2012 to April 2013). The photographs are taken from the top of the DF49 tower
at 40-m height and the view is towards the northwest.
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As Figure 33 shows, plants started to reestablish at HDF11 in May and grew until July. Drier
surface conditions due to reduced precipitation in July and August led to plant senescence.
Heavy and constant precipitation during the fall led to very wet and saturated soil conditions,
resulting in a darker soil surface. HDF11 was then mostly or partly covered in snow in January
and February, and then started drying out in March for the beginning of the new growing season
in April.

Appendix B : Paper on estimation of aerodynamic roughness
As mentioned in the preface, the following paper was published during my MSc:
Paul-Limoges, E., Christen, A., Coops, N.C., Black, T.A. and Trofymow, J.A., 2013. Estimation
of aerodynamic roughness of a harvested Douglas-fir forest using airborne LiDAR.
Remote Sensing of Environment, 136: 225-233.
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a b s t r a c t
The aerodynamic roughness length (z0) is a key variable for the parameterization of momentum, mass and
heat exchanges between land surfaces and the atmosphere. Its estimation however is complicated due to
the large number of input variables such as height and arrangement of roughness elements on the surface,
and its measurement relies on complex micrometeorological instrumentation that is typically unavailable.
One remote sensing technology well suited to measuring the height of objects is light detection and ranging
(LiDAR). This study demonstrates the use of pre- and post-harvest LiDAR data to quantify the aerodynamic
roughness of a post-harvest forest surface. LiDAR data were acquired before and after clearcut harvesting
of a 77-ha Douglas-ﬁr dominated site on Vancouver Island, for which a micrometeorological tower provided
direct year-long measurements of shear or Reynolds stress (i.e., momentum ﬂux) and wind speed, thus permitting the independent assessment of z0 using the logarithmic wind proﬁle equation.
The LiDAR data were used to estimate z0 based on the standard deviation of roughness element heights within
the source areas of the micrometeorological tower. Estimated z0 from the LiDAR analysis compared well to z0 calculated using the micrometeorological measurements. The standard deviation of roughness element height estimated from the LiDAR analysis resulted in z0 = 0.13 ± 0.01 m (mean ± SD) for neutral atmospheric
stability conditions and z0 = 0.13 ± 0.01 m for all stability conditions. The value of z0 calculated using the logarithmic wind proﬁle equation was 0.13 ± 0.13 m for neutral conditions and 0.12 ± 0.30 m for all stability conditions after applying diabatic proﬁle corrections. The results from this study demonstrate the potential of using
LiDAR data to estimate z0 across large areas and in complex situations where direct measurements of z0 are
impossible.
© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The aerodynamic roughness length (z0) is a key variable for the
parameterization of momentum, mass and heat exchange between
land surfaces and the atmosphere, and is deﬁned as the height at
which the vertical proﬁle of mean horizontal wind speed extrapolates
to zero (Kaimal & Finnigan, 1994). Many variables inﬂuence z0 including the height, geometry, density and arrangement of surface roughness elements (Garratt, 1992; Lettau, 1969; Raupach, 1992, 1994;
Shaw & Pereira, 1982) and, as a result, it cannot be quantiﬁed easily.
Micrometeorological wind proﬁle measurements can be used to
directly determine z0 (Stull, 1988). However, such measurements are expensive, site-speciﬁc and limited to the source area of the measurements,
thereby not allowing for the determination of z0 at a greater spatial scale.

⁎ Corresponding author at: Department of Geography, University of British Columbia,
249-1984 West Mall, Vancouver, BC V6T 1Z2, Canada. Tel.: +1 604 822 5654.
E-mail address: eugeniepl@hotmail.com (E. Paul-Limoges).

Wind tunnel and computational ﬂuid dynamics experiments are used to
understand the inﬂuence of variables such as spacing, density, height
and layout on z0 (e.g. Crago et al., 2012; Xie et al., 2008) and morphometric methods have been used to relate measured dimensions of roughness
elements to z0 using algorithms (e.g. Grimmond & Oke, 1999). Such experiments are fundamental to the understanding of the inﬂuence of different variables on z0, but they rely on laboratory simulations using
simpliﬁed geometries, and thus are limited when describing actual, complex surfaces, especially on larger spatial scales, and require validation in
the ﬁeld. In recent years, an increasing number of models have been developed to estimate the exchange between the surface and the atmosphere using passive remote sensing (e.g. Bastiaanssen et al., 1998;
Colin et al., 2006a; Roerink et al., 2000; Su, 2002); many of these models
require an accurate estimate of z0 that is often not available, in which
case it is calculated as a simple ratio of spectral channels such as the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI). Different formulations used
to parameterize z0 from passive remote sensing are often applied beyond
their intended range and on heterogeneous land surfaces, often resulting
in signiﬁcant errors in turbulent ﬂux estimates (Colin et al., 2006b).
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Advances in remote sensing over the past 20 years have provided
new tools to directly measure the three dimensional structure of land
surfaces. Light detection and ranging (LiDAR) is capable of characterizing the size and spatial distribution of surface roughness elements with
an accuracy in the decimeter range. Despite this advantage, only a few
studies have used LiDAR to characterize z0. Menenti and Ritchie
(1994) were the ﬁrst to use LiDAR to estimate z0 based on the geometrical regularity of vegetation canopies by multiplying the ratio of the
standard deviation of vegetation height to vegetation height in segments of a transect by the average height of the vegetation along the
transect. They found reasonable agreement between their estimates of
z0 derived from LiDAR measurements (corrected for instrument noise)
and calculated using the Monin–Obukhov similarity theory applied to
measurements of horizontal wind speed proﬁles (Kustas et al., 1994).
Brown and Hugenholtz (2011) adapted Menenti and Ritchie's method
for use in a mixed grassland prairie, and found that the variation in
roughness heights explained 76% of the variation in z0 derived from a
wind speed proﬁle with ﬁve measurement heights. De Vries et al.
(2003) extended the use of LiDAR data to estimate z0 for complex terrain consisting of coppice dunes covered with honey mesquite with
bare interdunal areas. They also found good agreement when they compared their LiDAR-derived estimates of z0 to those derived from a vertical proﬁle of horizontal wind speed measured at six heights. Colin and
Faivre (2010) estimated z0 for a heterogeneous landscape using a combination of LiDAR and computational ﬂuid dynamics models. They
discussed the need for footprint deﬁnitions and ground measurements
to validate their results. Tian et al. (2011) used a combination of LiDAR
and SPOT-5 spectral data with micrometeorological measurements to
test four models to parameterize z0. They showed that the model generated maps of z0 from LiDAR are superior to those from satellite optical
remote sensing data and suggested the use of high density LiDAR combined with source areas for eddy covariance (EC) towers to improve
their validation.
This paper reports the evaluation of the potential of using preharvest and post-harvest LiDAR data to estimate values of z0 for a
harvested Douglas-ﬁr forest in the Paciﬁc Northwest. The evaluation
was achieved by comparing values of LiDAR-derived z0 with values calculated using micrometeorological measurements of shear or Reynolds
stress and wind speed.
2. Background on LiDAR accuracy for terrain mapping
LiDAR is widely used for mapping terrain elevations due to its high
precision and accuracy (e.g. Hodgson et al., 2005). The last return
pulse is often considered the best estimate of the ground surface; however, this is not always the case when other obstacles such as vegetation
canopy, understory or shrub cover totally obscure the ground (Hodgson
et al., 2005). LiDAR systems can achieve an accuracy of 15 cm over open
ﬂat surfaces (Gomes Pereira & Janssen, 1999). However, for rougher
surfaces such as dense canopies and understories, the accuracy is usually lower due to the uncertainties in the reﬂections coming from the surface or vegetation. In dense canopies, there are also fewer pulses
reaching the ground, making it more difﬁcult to extract a surface from
these points. Greater data processing must be performed in such cases
to classify the points as ground or non-ground.
Reutebuch et al. (2003) tested the accuracy of digital terrain
models (DTMs) generated in heavily forested 70-year-old Douglas-ﬁr
forest by producing a high-resolution DTM from high density bare
ground LiDAR returns. In that study, they found that the DTM error
was 0.16 ± 0.23 m (mean ± SD) for clearcuts, 0.18 ± 0.14 m for
heavily thinned, 0.18 ± 0.18 m for lightly thinned, and 0.31 ±
0.29 m for uncut stands. Although they found the DTM error to increase with stand density, the differences were small and the accuracy
under a dense forest canopy remained very high. They found that the
mean and standard deviation of the differences between the DTM
and 347 ground points were 0.22 m and 0.24 m, respectively (root

mean square error (RMSE) = 0.32 m). These values were similar to,
but less than, those of Kraus and Pfeifer (1998) who compared their
DTM results for a wooded area in Austria to 466 ground points
(RMSE = 0.57 m). Kraus and Pfeifer (1998) also found a systematic
overestimation of elevation of 0.20 m for the DTM.
3. Methods
3.1. Study site
The study site (49°52′9.54″ N, 125°20′9.00″ W, 300 m.a.s.l.) is located near Campbell River on the east coast of Vancouver Island, Canada
and it has a downward slope of about 5° towards the east-northeast.
The site is located in the dry maritime Coastal Western Hemlock
biogeoclimatic subzone, with an average annual precipitation of
1500 mm and a mean annual temperature of 9.1 °C (Pojar et al.,
1991). These climate conditions contribute signiﬁcantly to making the
forests in this subzone the most productive in North America (Turner
et al., 1995).
Prior to harvesting in 2011, the stand was a dense (1100 stems ha−1)
coniferous stand of 62 years-of-age with tree heights varying between 30
and 35 m (Hilker et al., 2010). The pre-harvest stand was composed of
80% Douglas-ﬁr (Pseudotsuga menziesii), 17% western redcedar (Thuja
plicata Donn), and 3% western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla (Raf.) Sarg.)
with only a sparse understory (Ferster et al., 2011; Humphreys et al.,
2006; Morgenstern et al., 2004). The leaf area index was 7.3 m2 m−2
(Chen et al., 2006). This second growth stand established following
clearcut harvesting (1937, 1938 and 1943) of the original old-growth
stand (Ferster et al., 2011). A large section of the site (77 ha) was
harvested from January to March 2011, and replanted in April 2011
with 97% Douglas-ﬁr and 3% Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis). The postharvest surface roughness is now composed of old stumps from the
1943 clearcut, recent stumps from the 2011 clearcut, harvest residue
piles, logs and holes from the harvesting machinery (Fig. 1).
3.2. Light detection and ranging (LiDAR)
3.2.1. LiDAR data acquisition
Pre-harvest LiDAR data were acquired on 14 August 2008, using a
Leica ALS50-II able to record up to 4 returns per laser pulse. The ﬂying
altitude was approximately 900 m and the sensor pulse rate was
110 kHz. The estimated global positioning system (GPS) accuracy of
the sensor was 0.02, 0.03 and 0.05 m in x, y and z, respectively. The

Fig. 1. Post-harvest surface residue and micrometeorological tower in June 2011 looking
downslope towards east-northeast. The instrument on the boom to the left is the ultrasonic anemometer–thermometer used to measure horizontal wind speed and Reynolds
stress.
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raw data point cloud had an average density of 3.74 points m .
Post-harvest LiDAR data were acquired on 18 August 2011. The ﬂying
altitude was approximately 500 m. The static GPS accuracy was less
than 2 cm and the kinematic GPS accuracy was less than 5 cm. The
pixel resolution was 15 cm and the raw data point cloud had an average point density of 15 points m−2.
3.2.2. Derivation of DTMs from LiDAR data
The software program FUSION v 2.90 from the United States Department of Agriculture Forest Service was used to produce the DTMs
(McGaughey, 2010). DTMs were produced by ﬁltering the LiDAR data
points to eliminate any non-ground points, including vegetation and
buildings, and by interpolating the bald forest ﬂoor surface. The ﬁltering
algorithm was adapted from Kraus and Pfeifer (1998) and is based on a
linear prediction (Kraus & Mikhail, 1972) with an individual accuracy
for each LiDAR point. A surface is ﬁrst computed with equal weights
for all points; there is a greater probability for ground points to have a
negative vertical residual and for vegetation points to have a small negative or positive vertical residual. Each vertical residual (vi) is then used
to weight each point based on their distance and direction to the surface
using the following function,

pi ¼

8
>
>
<

1
vi ≤ g
1
g
b
v

i ≤ g þ w;
b
>
> 1 þ aðvi −g Þ
:
0
g þ w b vi


ð1Þ

where a and b determine the steepness of the weighting function, g is a
below ground shift value (in m), and w is the above ground offset parameter (in m). In general, a value of 1 for a, and 4 for b has been
shown to produce accurate results if the LiDAR dataset is of high enough
density. The value of g is computed in three different ways based on a
histogram of the residuals (Pfeifer et al., 1998) and plausibility rules
are applied to choose the best value for g. Points that are below the surface by more than the shift value g get a value of pi = 1, while w sets an
upper limit for points to have an inﬂuence on the surface. Large positive
residuals (g + w) are set to pi = 0. As a result, points with large negative residuals inﬂuence the computed surface the most, points with medium residuals inﬂuence the surface less, and points with large positive
residuals are eliminated.
3.2.3. Derivation of roughness element height from LiDAR
Studies have found that the accuracy of DTMs is impacted by near
ground features due to the small differences in height with respect to
the true ground surface, making it difﬁcult to separate these near
ground features from the ground (Estornell et al., 2011; Streutker &
Glenn, 2006). Meng et al. (2010) reported that low vegetation is often
ignored by ground ﬁlters and included in the ground surface. For that
reason, DTMs were generated from the pre- and post-harvest LiDAR
datasets. The roughness of the surface for the post-harvest DTM was
preserved by not undertaking any ﬁltering, whereas the pre-harvest
DTM was ﬁltered to represent only the smooth ground surface with
the inﬂuence of plants and other near-surface, non-ground obstacles
removed.
The LiDAR-derived DTMs were exported to ArcGIS v 10 (ESRI Inc.,
Redlands, CA, USA) for further analysis. To quantify the post-harvest
roughness of the stand, the pre-harvest DTM was subtracted from the
post-harvest DTM. The surface following harvesting is covered with
woody residues and was also changed by the harvesting machinery
(i.e. compaction and holes); subtracting a ﬁltered post-harvest DTM
would have resulted in the loss of those post-harvest roughness features. The pre-harvest ground surface was covered with little plant
cover and a more accurate surface could be interpolated from these
measurements due to the greater height difference between the vegetation canopy and ground surface.
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3.2.4. Veriﬁcation of LiDAR roughness element height
Field measurement of roughness element heights were taken at the
site by recording the coordinate locations with a hand-held GPS and
measuring the vertical height of roughness elements above or below
the ground surface with a tape measure to minimize error due to
small errors in elevations measured with the GPS. The 24 randomly
distributed check points included different roughness elements including soil surfaces, 1943 stumps, 2011 stumps, residue piles and holes.
These ground points were overlaid on the LIDAR-derived roughness element map to assess the vertical accuracy of the residual approach.
3.2.5. Estimations of z0 from LiDAR
Estimations of z0 from the LiDAR residual were performed for each
grid cell of the entire clearcut using an equation proposed by Menenti
and Ritchie (1994). In this equation, z0 is estimated from the variability
in roughness heights as
z0;l ¼

i
1 h
∑ σ hi;j =hi;j h;
N

ð2Þ

where z0,l is the LiDAR estimate of z0; N is the number of 1 m × 1 m grid
cells within the source area; σ hi;j is the standard deviation of the
LiDAR-derived roughness element height in grid cell i, j; hi,j is the
LiDAR-derived roughness element height in grid cell i, j; and h is the average LiDAR-derived roughness element height for the entire harvested
area. The pixel size used in this analysis must be smaller than the characteristic width of the roughness elements in order to resolve them
properly. In order to calculate the standard deviation for a cell i, j, the
cell was compared to the neighboring cells within a circle of 1 m (F1),
2 m (F2), 3 m (F3) and 4 m (F4) radii to determine the inﬂuence of radius size. As the post-harvest surface is characterized by negative and
positive roughness element heights, the absolute value of the most negative roughness element height was added to all cells in order to make
them all positive. This approach mimics the inﬂuence of different
roughness element heights in a forest canopy, for example, where the
soil and the different roughness elements inﬂuence the effective z0; although the spaces between the different tree canopies can be seen as
holes, they are still positive roughness elements.
3.3. Direct micrometeorological measurements
3.3.1. Aerodynamic measurements
Mean horizontal wind speed u (in m s−1) and Reynolds stress τ (in
N m−2) were measured at the site using an ultrasonic anemometer–
thermometer (R3, Gill Instruments, Lymington, UK) at a height of
4.5 m above the soil surface. Longitudinal (u), lateral (v) and vertical
(w) components of the wind velocity vector were measured by the ultrasonic anemometer–thermometer at 20 Hz for the period of 1 May
2011 to 31 December 2011. Half-hour values of Reynolds stress (i.e.,
momentum ﬂux) τ were calculated from the covariance of the u and
w components, after coordinate rotation to make mean v and w equal
to zero, using τ ¼ ρu′ w′ , where ρ is the mean air density in kg m−3,
the overbar indicates the mean value and the primes indicate ﬂuctuations from the mean (Stull, 1988). The wind stream line was approximately parallel to the surface.
3.3.2. Estimation of z0 from micrometeorological measurements
The effective aerodynamic roughness was calculated using half-hourly
measurements of mean wind speed and Reynolds stress by rearranging
the logarithmic wind proﬁle equation under near neutral conditions (stability conditions are deﬁned later in this section) to obtain an expression
for z0 (Stull, 1988):


−ku
z0;a ¼ ðz−dÞ exp
u

ð3Þ
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where z0,a is the aerodynamic estimate of z0, u is the mean vector wind
speed, u* is the friction velocity, k is the von Karman constant (0.41), z is
the measurement height, and d is the zero-plane displacement height.
Near neutral conditions are used because empirical diabatic corrections
(Garratt, 1992) are not required in this case. Friction velocities
pwere
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ calculated from the Reynolds stress measurements using u ¼ τ=ρ. Calculations performed on half-hourly data with wind speeds less than
1.5 m s−1 were removed as they did not provide sufﬁcient mixing,
and the low Reynolds stress caused larger errors in estimated z0 values.
The zero-plane displacement height d was estimated to be 2/3 of the
median roughness element height (Monteith & Unsworth, 2008). In
this study where d ≪ z, a small error in d would not have a big effect
on the calculated z0. Sensitivity analysis indicated that a 1 m change
in d resulted in a 0.02 m change in z0; an error as great as 0.5 m in d
is very unlikely. Large harvest residue piles were burnt at the site 19 October 2011, so the calculations were performed on the data collected
after the burning of the piles, as they were also removed in the LiDAR
data analysis.
In addition, the effective aerodynamic roughness was also calculated for stable and unstable conditions using the diabatic proﬁle
equation (Campbell & Norman, 1998; Yasuda, 1988),


−ku
z0;a ¼ ðz−dÞ exp
−ΨM ;
u

ð4Þ

where ΨM is the proﬁle diabatic correction factor. The diabatic correction factor is zero for neutral conditions, but negative for unstable and
positive for stable conditions. It can be expressed in terms of the atmospheric stability parameter (ζ = (z − d)/L) where L, the Obukhov
length, is given by
3

L¼

–θu

ð5Þ

′ ′

kgw θ

in which g is the gravitational acceleration (m s−2), θ is the mean absolute air temperature (K), and w′ θ′ the kinematic sensible heat ﬂux
(K m s−1) measured by the sonic anemometer–thermometer. The expression for ΨM in unstable ﬂow (ζ b 0), i.e., enhanced turbulence, is
"
ΨM ¼ −1:2 ln

1=2

1 þ ð1−16ζ Þ
2

#
ð6Þ

while in stable ﬂow (ζ > 0), i.e., suppressed turbulence, it is
ψM ¼ 6 lnð1 þ ζ Þ:

ð7Þ

Near neutral conditions are deﬁned as −0.005 b ζ b 0.005 for calculations in our analysis.
3.3.3. Turbulent source areas
If the ﬂow is in equilibrium with the surface momentum exchange,
the roughness length upwind of the tower (the ‘source area’ of the
ultrasonic anemometer–thermometer) will affect the ratio of u to τ.
This source area changes constantly with changing wind direction and
turbulent state of the atmosphere. To estimate the instantaneous area
that inﬂuences the sampled ratio of wind to Reynolds stress, a
2-dimensional gradient diffusion and crosswind dispersion model
(Kormann & Meixner, 2001) was run for all half-hour periods for the
2011 measurements made after harvesting at a 1-m grid resolution
over a domain of 1000 m by 1000 m. The inputs to the model were the
directly measured wind direction at a height of 4.5 m, the standard
deviation of the lateral wind speed (σv) at 4.5 m and L. An a priori reasonable homogeneous value of z0 of 0.12 m (i.e., one tenth of the height
of the main roughness elements; Monteith & Unsworth, 2008) was assumed. Ensemble turbulent source areas were calculated for different
stability conditions and wind directions. The integrated source areas

were calculated as the average of all individual half-hour source areas
for the characteristics of interest (i.e., stability, wind direction, etc.) similar to Chen et al. (2009).
3.4. Comparing roughness lengths derived from LiDAR and
micrometeorological measurements
While the LiDAR analysis provides an estimate of z0 for each grid cell,
the micrometeorological method provides a single estimate that is a
weighted spatial average over the entire instantaneous source area of
the ultrasonic anemometer–thermometer. To allow a direct comparison
of the two datasets, the estimated z0,l for all grid cells was weighted by
multiplying them by the gridded footprint probability, or vertical ﬂux
per unit point source ϕ (m−2) of the integrated source area of interest
(Kormann & Meixner, 2001). A small fraction of the source area is predicted to be outside the 1000 m by 1000 m domain for which the
source area model was run (typically b15%, except under stable conditions). This fraction was set to the average z0,l within the entire study
area following Christen et al. (2011). This approach assumes that the
harvested area continues in a similar pattern outside the modeled area.
4. Results
4.1. Quality of the LiDAR-derived DTMs and their subtractions
Fig. 2 demonstrates that the pre- and post-harvest LiDAR-derived
DTMs of the ground surfaces were in good agreement; this can be
seen by the similarity in the 10-m elevation contour lines as well as in
the larger relief features. The pre-harvest DTM characterized the
smooth ground surface to remove any plants, shrubs and other near
surface obstacles, which would otherwise have been incorrectly
accounted for in the DTM, thereby resulting in a higher ground surface.
As discussed, in order to maintain the roughness elements of the site,
the post-harvest DTM was not ﬁltered. These results show the high accuracy of LiDAR-derived DTMs, even under dense Douglas-ﬁr canopies.
Fig. 3 shows the post-harvest residual roughness element height following the subtraction of the pre-harvest DTM from the post-harvest
DTM. This residual roughness element height is composed of the different roughness element heights for 1 × 1 m cells with the inﬂuence of
topography removed due to the DTM subtraction. The highest roughness element areas occur near the roads and correspond to large piles
of logs that remained after harvesting. The lowest roughness element
areas are also located near the roads and often correspond to drainage
channels that were created during road construction. Except for near
the roads, roughness element heights varied mostly between plus and
minus 1 m. The machinery used to harvest the trees highly disturbed
the soil, resulting in large holes (about 1 m3) being created at the site
from erosion and drainage following harvesting. Above-ground roughness elements are composed of the 1943 stumps, 2011 stumps, residue
piles and logs. Fig. 3 illustrates that the DTM subtraction was successful
in removing the topographical features, as the non-existent 10-m
contours (i.e., there is only the 0-m contour separating the above- and
below-ground features) show that there was no residual slope left.
Heights measured at 24 locations at the site were used to validate
the roughness element heights obtained from the LiDAR data. These locations included undisturbed soil surfaces, holes, 1943 stumps, 2011
stumps and residue piles. The average absolute error for all location
heights was 20 cm and the median absolute error was 8 cm (Table 1).
The largest errors were found for the old 1943 stumps that were also
present in the pre-harvest LiDAR dataset, and consequently, were likely
included in the pre-harvest DTM and lost after ﬁltering and subtraction.
The smallest errors were found for the soil that was undisturbed from
pre- to post-harvest. Height measurements need to be made at more locations in a later study in order to better quantify the accuracy of the
results.
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Fig. 2. Digital terrain models derived from LiDAR data for a) pre-harvest and b) post-harvest. The gray shading represents a hillshade showing the roughness of the DTMs and the
yellow lines represent the 10-m contour lines.

4.2. Comparing roughness lengths derived from LiDAR and
micrometeorological measurements
Fig. 4 shows the distribution of z0,a calculated from the micrometeorological measurements for neutral (−0.005 b ζ b 0.005), stable
(0.005 b ζ b 1) and unstable (−1 b ζ b −0.005) conditions. There
was very good agreement between the values of mean z0,a for the different stability conditions with 0.127 m for neutral conditions, 0.122 m for
stable conditions, and 0.119 m for unstable conditions. The analysis focused primarily on neutral and unstable conditions due to the smaller
domain covered by the source area compared to stable conditions. A
large percentage of the source area was outside the domain under stable conditions (on average about 38%) and, as a result, it did not permit
an accurate z0,a analysis. Fig. 5 illustrates the cumulative source areas for
neutral (−0.005 b ζ b 0.005) and unstable (−1 b ζ b −0.005) conditions overlaying the logarithm of the estimated z0,l, i.e., from the
LiDAR analysis. Only 10.7% and 12.2% of the turbulent source areas
were outside the domain under neutral and unstable conditions,
respectively.

The inﬂuence of wind direction under unstable and neutral conditions was also explored to assess the homogeneity of the site (Table 2).
Although the average values of z0,a and z0,l for all wind direction sectors
were similar, there were signiﬁcant differences among the different
wind direction sectors. As Table 2 indicates, northerly winds tended to
have a larger z0,a, which can be explained by the close proximity, about
200 m away, to the non-harvested forest (30 m tall) in that direction
(see Fig. 5b), so the ﬂow has not yet readjusted to the smoother clearcut
surface. The inﬂuence of unstable and neutral stability conditions on the
calculated z0,a is shown in Table 3. Larger values of z0,a were found under
unstable conditions due to the greater number of occurrences of unstable
conditions when the wind was from the north.
Spatially averaged values of z0,l obtained using a ﬁlter radius of
2-m (F2) matched z0,a best. The ﬁlter's radius needs to capture the
characteristic width of the roughness elements and their inﬂuence
on their surroundings. The larger the ﬁlter's radius, the higher the
overall variability in the DTM that inﬂuences σh and the higher the
calculated z0,l. From our comparison we conclude that a ﬁlter radius
of about twice the size of the individual roughness elements gave
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Fig. 3. Roughness element heights (in m) following harvesting. The black lines separating the greener features (b0 m) and yellower features (>0 m) represent the 0-m contour line.

the best agreement between z0,l and z0,a. Likely, the 2-m radius was
large enough to include the morphometric dimension of the individual roughness elements (i.e., the element and their inﬂuence on the
surrounding), as the dominant roughness elements were ~ 1 m in
width. The 1-m ﬁlter (F1) was inadequate in accounting for the inﬂuence of the roughness elements as in some cases the ﬁlter radius was
entirely covered by a roughness element. The 3-m and 4-m ﬁlters (F3
and F4) included clusters of several roughness elements, so the areal
weight given to the tallest elements in the cluster probably led to the
overestimation of z0,l. The values of the mean and standard deviation
of z0,l for neutral and all stability conditions obtained using the F2 ﬁlter were identical: 0.13 ± 0.01 m, while the respective values of z0,a
were 0.13 ± 0.13 m and 0.12 ± 0.30 m (Table 4).

accounted for this under- or over-prediction as there was no resulting
slope. The accuracy of LiDAR datasets and their derived products is affected by many factors including sensor, aircraft platform, navigation,
LiDAR point processing and the characteristics of the surface (Hodgson
et al., 2005). All products derived from the DTM such as slope are
inﬂuenced by the same factor affecting elevation inaccuracies
(Hodgson et al., 2005). However, it is possible that while the elevation
data are less accurate, the surface represented by the LiDAR observations
can be accurate if the over- or under-estimations are internally consistent (Hodgson et al., 2005). In this study, the surface was highly

15

Neutral

5. Discussion

10
5

The results from this study showed that high accuracy could be
achieved when using LiDAR data to generate DTMs, even under dense
Douglas-ﬁr canopies. The subtraction of a pre-harvest DTM from a
post-harvest DTM gave highly accurate results, with no topographical
features remaining. Differences could have been expected between the
two different LiDAR datasets, as many studies have found underpredictions (e.g. Adams & Chandler, 2002; Hodgson et al., 2005) or
over-predictions (e.g. Kraus & Pfeifer, 1998) of elevations when using
LiDAR to generate DTMs. The subtraction of the two DTMs in this case
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5.1. Feasibility of generating DTMs under dense forest canopies
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Table 1
Mean, median, maximum and minimum differences (in m) between LiDAR-derived
roughness element heights and measurements using a GPS and a measuring tape.

Soil
New stumps
Old stumps
Holes
Residue
Total

# of points

Mean

Median

Maximum

Minimum

8
5
4
4
3
24

0.026
0.187
0.697
0.085
0.085
0.203

0.010
0.115
0.589
0.080
0.080
0.078

0.086
0.385
0.830
0.180
0.086
0.830

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
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0
0

1

log(z0 in m)
Fig. 4. Frequency distribution of log10(z0,a in m) for neutral, stable and unstable conditions. The black arrow indicates the mean value.
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Fig. 5. The cumulative turbulent source area for a) neutral and b) unstable atmospheric stability conditions overlaying the map of log10(z0,l in m) estimated from the LiDAR analysis.
Weighted z0,l is 0.13 m for both a) and b). The fraction of the turbulent source area outside the domain was 10.7% for a) and 12.2% for b). The yellow cross represents the micrometeorological tower. The contour lines show the ﬂux footprint areas corresponding to cumulative percentages of the probability of ϕ, i.e., the proportion of the ﬂux measured by
the EC ﬂux tower.

consistent between the two LiDAR-derived DTMs, despite the lower point
density for the pre-harvest DTM, and the under- or over-estimations of elevations had to be similar to give such accurate results. This shows that
comparisons can be made between different LiDAR datasets for the
same land area obtained at different times with sufﬁciently high accuracy.

5.2. Feasibility of quantifying roughness element heights from differences
between two DTMs
Roughness element heights derived from LiDAR were very accurate
when compared to GPS and ground measurements. As low-height,
near-ground features were studied, larger errors could have been
expected due to the time response of LiDAR sensors. Previous studies
have found that the largest height errors for LiDAR were found when
characterizing near-ground features due to the small height difference
between the ground surface and roughness elements (e.g. Estornell et
al., 2011; Meng et al., 2010; Streutker & Glenn, 2006). In this case,
subtracting the pre-harvest DTM from the post-harvest DTM helped

in detecting more accurate roughness heights, as most roughness elements were nonexistent before harvest.
5.3. Feasibility of estimating aerodynamic roughness length from LiDAR
This study showed also that standard deviation of roughness element
heights was a good estimate of z0 of the clearcut surface. This is important
because it conﬁrms that any method capable of representing the spatial
roughness element height distribution could possibly be used to estimate
z0. Other studies have also found good agreement between the variability
in roughness element heights and z0 (Brown & Hugenholtz, 2011;
Menenti & Ritchie, 1994). LiDAR can therefore be used to improve the accuracy of passive remote sensing formulations requiring z0 estimates in
order to correctly quantify surface-atmosphere heat and mass exchange.
In addition, LiDAR-derived variations in roughness element heights can
be used for areas with no micrometeorological measurements or where
the logarithmic wind proﬁle does not apply due to limitations in fetch
or complex topography. In this study, we were able to compare the
LiDAR-derived roughness length to an independent estimate based on

Table 2
Comparison of z0,a and z0,l for different ﬁlter sizes (F1 to F4) separated by wind direction. Selection criteria: wind speed > 1.5 m s−1, fraction outside the domain b15%, stability −
10 b ζ b 0.01 (unstable and neutral) and successful determination of z0,a in the range 0.01 m b z0,a b 1 m. The sample count (n) represents the number of half-hour values used in
the aerodynamic calculations.
Wind direction

z0,a (m)

z0,l [F1] (m)

z0,l [F2] (m)

z0,l [F3] (m)

z0,l [F4] (m)

Sector

Median (25P–75P)

Median (25P–75P)

Median (25P–75P)

Median (25P–75P)

Median (25P–75P)

NE (0°–90°)
SE (90°–180°)
SW (180°–270°)
NW (270°–360°)
All sectors

0.176
0.091
0.091
0.241
0.133

0.103
0.103
0.092
0.093
0.102

0.138
0.138
0.119
0.121
0.137

0.165
0.164
0.138
0.142
0.164

0.181
0.179
0.149
0.154
0.179

(0.07–0.39)
(0.05–0.17)
(0.04–0.18)
(0.12–0.39)
(0.06–0.27)

(0.10–0.10)
(0.10–0.10)
(0.09–0.09)
(0.09–0.09)
(0.10–0.10)

(0.13–0.14)
(0.14–0.14)
(0.12–0.12)
(0.12–0.12)
(0.13–0.14)

(0.16–0.17)
(0.16–0.17)
(0.13–0.14)
(0.14–0.14)
(0.16–0.17)

(0.18–0.18)
(0.18–0.18)
(0.14–0.15)
(0.15–0.16)
(0.17–0.18)

n

909
866
64
263
2102

89

232
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Table 3
Comparison of z0,a and z0,l for different ﬁlter sizes (F1 to F4) separated by atmospheric stability. Selection criteria: wind speed > 1.5 m s−1, fraction outside the domain b30%, successful determination of z0,a in the range 0.01 m b z0,a b 1 m, and restricted to the wind directions between 70° and 280°. The sample count (n) represents the number of half-hour
values used in the aerodynamic calculations.
Stability range

Extremely unstable
(−10 b z/L b −1)
Unstable
(−1 b z/L b −0.5)
Weakly unstable
(−0.5 b z/L b −0.2)
Near-neutral
(−0.2 b z/L b −0.1)
Neutral
(−0.1 b z/L b 0)

z0,a (m)

z0,l [F1] (m)

z0,l [F2] (m)

z0,l [F3] (m)

z0,l [F4] (m)

Median (25P–75P)

Median (25P–75P)

Median (25P–75P)

Median (25P–75P)

Median (25P–75P)

0.115 (0.05–0.25)

0.100 (0.09–0.10)

0.135 (0.12–0.14)

0.162 (0.15–0.17)

0.179 (0.17–0.18)

646

0.174 (0.08–0.38)

0.104 (0.10–0.10)

0.140 (0.14–0.14)

0.165 (0.16–0.17)

0.180 (0.18–0.18)

387

0.119 (0.05–0.28)

0.104 (0.10–0.10)

0.138 (0.14–0.14)

0.164 (0.16–0.17)

0.179 (0.18–0.18)

356

0.083 (0.05–0.15)

0.104 (0.10–0.10)

0.139 (0.14–0.14)

0.165 (0.16–0.17)

0.181 (0.18–0.18)

202

0.107 (0.06–0.19)

0.101 (0.10–0.10)

0.136 (0.13–0.14)

0.163 (0.15–0.17)

0.179 (0.17–0.18)

419

the logarithmic wind proﬁle equation, but this equation only applies to
homogeneous surfaces. Studies have found that only a small fraction of
wind proﬁles are suitable for the determination of z0 (e.g. Hatﬁeld,
1989; Kustas et al., 1989; Matthias et al., 1990). LiDAR is currently the
only technology able to estimate z0 over large, heterogeneous surfaces.

n

was surrounded by forest edges and is a good example of how surrounding surfaces can inﬂuence the micrometeorological measurements. By
comparing results under different wind direction and stability conditions,
we were able to discard measurements where the surrounding roughness features inﬂuenced our measurements. Without doing this, there
would have been an overestimation in the calculated z0.

5.4. Limitations and potential for future research
Although the current study was successful in estimating z0 using the
equation adapted from Menenti and Ritchie (1994), this equation relies
only on the variability in roughness elements and thus does not take
into consideration other variables inﬂuencing z0. As shown in other studies (e.g. Cheng & Castro, 2002; Jiang et al., 2008), the importance of
height variability is likely to change depending on the spatial density
and distribution of the roughness elements and this is not reﬂected in
the formula applied in this paper. Furthermore, our study showed a considerable inﬂuence of the radius of the ﬁlter on the resulting estimate of
z0. A ﬁlter with a 2-m radius, which corresponded to about twice the dimension of individual elements, was in best agreement with the micrometeorological determination of z0. Yet, there is no objective set of
criteria for choosing a particular ﬁlter radius. More studies need to be
done to examine the limitations of this equation and the inﬂuence of ﬁlter size. In addition, for cases where most cell heights are similar to the
mean height of the cells, it is possible that the normalization, where
the standard deviation is multiplied by the ratio of mean height to cell
height, is not needed as using the standard deviation alone would give
similar results. In our case a subsample of 75,000 points suggested that
the normalization had a relatively small effect (b 5%).
In addition, the source area model used an a priori estimate of z0 based
on initial calculations of z0 from measurements of u* and u. Another possible approach would be to use an iterative process where z0 is adjusted
based on the LiDAR results for each half-hour calculation. However, the
change in the calculated z0 from slightly different source areas should
be very small when doing such iterations and the processing time
would be signiﬁcantly increased. Also the source area model relies on a
homogeneous z0 upwind of the measurement site, so the method is anyway not applicable to situations with substantial spatial changes in z0.
Nevertheless, when validating LiDAR-derived z0 estimates, it is important
to compare the same area as for the micrometeorological measurements.
Some previous studies have used micrometeorological measurements
without appropriate source area calculations. The clearcut in our study
Table 4
Mean and standard deviation for estimated z0.l using the F2 ﬁlter and for calculated z0,a
under neutral and all stability conditions.

Neutral stability conditions
All stability conditions

Mean z0,l ± SD (m)

Mean z0,a ± SD (m)

0.13 ± 0.01
0.13 ± 0.01

0.13 ± 0.13
0.12 ± 0.30

6. Conclusions
This study showed that a high accuracy could be achieved when
using LiDAR to generate DTMs, even under dense Douglas-ﬁr canopies.
It also demonstrated that subtractions can be performed using different
LiDAR datasets without signiﬁcant residual errors. The standard deviation of roughness element height was found to give a good estimate of
z0 when compared to the results from the logarithmic wind proﬁle calculation. These results suggest that LiDAR has the potential to be used to
characterize z0 on larger spatial scales to improve surface ﬂux estimates
made with passive remote sensing technologies.
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